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SUMMARY 

Large-scale patterned ground in the Donnelly Dom e area of central 
Alaska consists of polygons 25 to 46 m in diameter bounded by shallow 
troughs 1 to 2m w ide that form the sides of the polygons. The 
troughs are underlain by wedge-shaped masses of sediments that extend 
downward 2 to 3 m . Texture of the sediments of the wedges is distinct 
from that of the poorly stratified glacial outwash gravel that the we d ges 
transect. 

Sediments of the w edge vary texturally along the strike and ver ti
cally w ithin a g iven we dge. The coarsest material i n the wedge is about 
75 mm in diameter, which is the same size as the coarsest material in 
the outwash . The fine material in the we dges is silt, the same as that 
wh i ch blankets the area . 

The patterned ground of the Donnelly Dome area originated during 
Wisconsin time when the mea~ annual air temperature w as at least 3C 
colder than now . A polygonal network of large-scale thermal contrac
tion cracks formed in the grave l during the w inters and ice wedges grew 
i n the permafrost. 

With the warming of the climate in post - Wisconsin time most of 
the perennially frozen gravel thawed and the ice w edges melted . The 
voids created by the me lting of the ice wedges we re filled w ith sediment 
that was washed from the surface or collapsed from the thawed sides of 
the voids. The troughs bounding the polygons are now, however, no 
longe r underlain w ith ice wedges but w ith ice wedge pseudomorphs 
("fossil" ice we dges). 

v 
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Frontispiece. Oblique aerial photograph of the large-scale polygonal g round on the Donnelly D ome area, Alaska. ~ 
Vegetation cover consists of mixed evergreen -deciduous scrub and shrub. {Photo by T. L. P~w~, 14 July 1961). > 



LARGE-SCALE PATTERNED GROUND , DONNELLY DOME AREA, ALASKA 

by 

Richard E. Church, Troy L. Pewe and Marvin J. Andresen 

I NTRODUCTIO N 

Preliminary statement 

Perennially frozen ground, like glaciers, can be regarded as an historian of 
climates or of c hanges in environmental conditions . Changes i n the amount of ice i n 
the perennially frozen ground are among the best indicators of climatic changes . 

I ce in perenniall'y frozen ground exists i n various sizes and shapes wh i ch can be 
grouped into five main type s (Pewe, in press ): (l) interstitial or pore ice, (2 ) segregation 
or Taber ice, (3) foliated or i ce - wedge ice, (4) pingo ice, and (5) ice masses derived 
from buried ic e or snow. One of the most conspicuous types is foliated or ice - wedge 
i ce . Most such ice masses are wedge - shaped vert i cal or inclined sheets or dikes l 
em to 3 m wide and l to l 0 m high. The true form of ice wedges can be seen only i n 
three dimensions and is revealed to be part of a polygonal network of i ce enclos ing 
polygons or ce lls of frozen ground 2 to 30m i n diameter. A polygonal network of 
foliated i ce in the g round generally causes a polygonal microrelief pattern on the 
surface called polygonal ground . The trough which delineates the polygons is usually 
underlain by ic e wedges l to 2 m w ide at the top. These lar ge polygons are not to b e 
confused w ith the small - scale polygons or patterned g round produced by frost-sortin g 
(B lack, l 952a ; Washburn, 1956) . 

I n central Alaska and elsewhere in the subarctic and Arctic a m i crorelief pattern 
of large - scale polygons also occurs in g l acial outw ash sediments that are not no w 
perennially frozen (Frontispiece). The edges of the polygons are marked by shallow 
troughs underlain by " wedges" of sediments, but not b y i ce wedges . This polygonal 
oattern has been mistaken for irP.-wedge polygonal ground and it has been erroneously 
stated that such areas, therefore, are underlain by ice-rich, fine - grained perennially 
frozen ground. Such an interp r etation results in incorrect v i ews of the engineering 
geology and past environmental cond itions . 

A study w as made of the w ell developed large - scale polygonal ground in the 
Donnelly Dome area, central Alaska (Fig. l ) , to try to find solutions to the following 
problems : (l) Are th e po l ygons an inheritance from ic e - we d ge polygons, or (2) are 
the y primary features ? (3 ) If they are primary, are they forming today or are t hey 
products of a past climate ? (4 ) Know ing their origin, what environment was present 
when they were formed? 

Methods of study 

Large - scale pol y gons in g ravel have been reported from several areas in Alaska 
(Black, l952b ; Hopkins, Karlstrom and others, 1955; Pewe and Church, 1962; and 
Pewe and Holmes, in press ). The Donnelly Dome area was selected for the present 
study because: (l) the polygons are well developed, (2) the surficial geo logy has been 
studied in detail (Pewe and Holmes, in press ) , (3 ) the environment of the area, 
including climate and vegetation, has been studied in considerable detail, (4) the area 
is easily accessible, and (5 ) it is near logistic facilities of Fo r t G reely . 

Two areas of patterned ground, designated site l and site 2 (Fig . 2 ) , were mapped 
w ith an alidade and plane table . Three locations were selected for excavating so that 
the polygons could be studied i n vert i cal section. Trenches approximately 3 m w ide 
and 3m deep were cut across the polygons and normal to the edges . Add itional studies 
were made of sediment wedges exposed in road cuts and g ravel pits in the D onne lly 
D ome area. 
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Figure 2. Topographic map of the Donnelly Dome area, Alaska. Polygons were 
mapped in detail at Sites l and 2 (Fig. 6, 7). 
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In orde r to inves tig ate ice we d ge s actively g row ing in gravel in a known environ
ment , the polygonal pattern and wed ge s on the spit at Point Barrow, Alaska, were 
studied (P~we and Church, 1962). 

Definitions 

Several terms dealing with permafrost and sedimentation may be unfamiliar to 
some readers, and others have not been clearly defined in previous papez:s. The 
writers 1 usage of these terms is g i ven below . 

Active ice wedge - ice w edge whi.ch is g rowing today. An increment of ice is added 
during most w inters. 

Active layer - layer of ground w hich freezes in the w inter and thaws in the summer. 
The active layer may extend do w n to the permafrost table but does not do so in 
areas w here permafrost is absent or deep-seated. 

Buried ice - g round ice in permafrost w hich w as on.ce at the surface and is buried 
stream ice, lake ice, aufeis, snow , or glacier ice. 

De g ree-day - each degree in any one day that the average daily air temperature varies 
fr om OC. The difference betw een the average daily temperature and OC equals 
the de g r ee -days for that day. The degree-days are minus w hen the average daily 
t emperature is below OC and plus w hen above (Linell, 1953, p. 19). 

F o liated ground ice - ice w hich has subparallel to parallel planes marked by films of 
o r gan i c or inorganic matter, air bubbles , and boundary surfaces betw een ice 
layers of different composition. Ice w edg es are composed of this type of ground 
ice. (See ice w edge, .) 

"Fossil" ice we dge - structure formed as a r es ult of an ice w edge thawin g and the 
space formerly ·occupied by the ice w edge subsequently being filled w ith some 
type of sediment. Some synonyms are ice we dge cast or frost w edge. 

Freezing index - the number of degree-days betw een the highest and the lowes t points 
on the cumulative degree-days time curve for one freezing season. The index 
determined for air temperature for 4. 5 ft abov e the ground is commonly 
designated as the air freezing index, w hile that determined for temperatur es 
immediately below the surface is kno w n as the surface freezing index (Linell , 1953 , 
p. 19). 

Frost action - a general ter·m for fre ez ing and thaw in g of moisture in materials and 
the resultant effect on these mate rials and on structures of w hich they are a part , 
or w ith which they are in contact (He nn ion, 1955 , p. 1 07). 

Grains - detrital mineral pa-rticles large r than . 03 mm in diameter. 

Ground ice - ice in seasonally or per enn ially frozen g round. The term generally is 
not applied to buried ice. 

Ice w edge - wedge-shaped, vertical, or inclined sheets or dikes of foliated ground ice 
typically 1 em to 3 m w ide and 1 to 10 m high. Ice w edges are commonly arranged 
in a polygonal netw ork. (See foliated ground ice.} 

Inactive ice we dge - ice w edge which is not actively growing today. 

Kurtosis - the state of peakedness or curvature of a frequency curve. 

Latent heat of fusion - quantity of heat to change a unit mass of material from solid 
to liquid w ith no change in temperature. 

Leptokurtic - the character of a frequency curve more peaked than the curve of a 
normal distribution. Indicates excess material in the center of the distribution. 

Mesokurtic - the character of a normally distributed population w hen plotted as a 
frequency curve. 

Normal gr ain size distribution (normal distrib u tion} - a sample distributed exa ctly 
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according to the laws of probability is said to have a normal grain size distribution. 

Permafrost - a thickness of soil: or other surficial deposits or even of bedrock at a 
variable depth beneath the surface of the earth in which the temperature below 
freezing has existed continuously for many years (Muller, 1945, p. 219}. 

Permafrost table - upper limit of permafrost. 

Phi scale - the class limits of the classical Udden - Wentworth grain -size grade scale 
can be expressed as powers of 2. Krumbein (1934} proposed the phi scale , 
(phi = -log2 grain diameter in mm) to simplify statistical computations. A 
simplified conversion table is as follows: 

mm i 
16. 0 -4 
8.0 -3 
4.0 -2 
2.0 -1 
l. 0 0 

1/2 1 
1/4 2 
1/8 3 
1/16 4 

Midpoints of classes in the phi scale always can be expressed as rational numbers, . 
e. g., 4. 25cj>, -4. 5cj>, etc . 

Pingo ice - mass of more or less clear ground ice existing in a pingo. 

Platykurtic - the charaCter of a frequency curve flatter than the curve of a normal 
distribution. Indicates a paucity of material in the center of the distribution and 
excess material in the extreme ends or tails of a distribution. 

Polygonal ground - ground with a polygonal surface pattern caused by the subsidence 
of the surface over ground ice, that is, over ice w edges arr-anged in a polygonal 
network . Also caused by raised edges around actively growing ice we dges or sand 
wedges. Also called tundra polygons or Taimyr polygons. Nof to be confused 
with small scale polygonal surface markings (Black, l952a). 

Pore ice - ground ice which occurs in the pores or interstices of soil or rock. 

Sand w edge - a wedge of sand in frozen or unfrozen ground or ice. It is not an ice 
wedge replacement, but a primary' feature. Occurs in a polygonal netw ork 
similar to ice wedges. 

Seasonally frozen ground - frozen ground that forms in winter and thaws in summer. 

Seasonal frost crack - thermal contraction crack in seasonally frozen ground. 

Segregated ice - ground ice which occurs as more or less horizontal seams or lenses 
l.n fine-grained sediment. F o rmed by the draw ing in of water to the growing ice 
crystal as the ground is frozen. A synonym is Taber ice. 

Ske w ness - the asymmetry about the mean of a frequency curve. In grain-size 
distributions , positive ske w ness indicates- an excess of coarse material in an 
essentially fine-grained sediment and negative skewness indicates an excess of 
fine material in an essentially coarse-grained sediment. Skewness values near 
0. 00 indicate high degrees of symmetry . 

Sorting - a measure of the spread or dispersion of a distribution about an average. In 
grain-size distributions, sorting describes the variability in size of the material 
comprising the sample; that i s , are the grains all about the same size (good 
sortin-g) or is there great variability (poor sorting)? 
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Sorting coefficient - a mathematical measure of the degree of sorting of a sediment 
{Trask, 1932, p. 26). 

Taber ice - see segregated ice. 

PHYSICAL SETTING 

Location 

The Donnelly Dome area {Fig. 1) {63°50 1N . ; - 145°45 1W) is-in southeastern interior 
Alaska approximately 145 km southeast of Fairbanks. The area is 19. 5 km south of 
Fort Greely, Alaska, and lies partly within the military reservation. 

Physiography 

The Donnelly Dome area is in the Tanana Lowland physiographic province. The 
southern part of the area abuts the foothills of the Alaska Range physiographic 
province . The T"anana Lowland province , drained by tqe Tanana River, is a long, 
irregula.r ly shaped depression trending northwest which separates the Yukon-Tanana 
Upland to the north from the Alaska Range to the south. 

L andforms present within the Donnelly Dome area include bedrock foothills, 
m9raine s, outwash fans and plains, alluvial fans, terraces, and flood plains. 

The elevation of the outwash plain on which the patterned ground study was carried 
out ranges from 515 m to 600 m {Fig., 2). 

Ge ology 
' 

Areal geology. The oldest rocks exposed in the Donnelly Dome area are units of 
the Birch Creek schist of Precambrian age. These rocks, and the granodiorite bodies 
intruded during Mesozoic time (P~w~ and Holmes, in press), are mapped as 
undifferentia{:~d bedr.ock (Fig. 3). They are exposed only in tt~e foothills of the Alaska 
Range in the southern part of the area and on Donnelly Dome. 

Quaternary deposits consist of glacial moraines, glaciofluvial deposits, colluvium, 
and flood-plain and low river-terrace deposits. 

Morainal deposits of the Delta Glaciation occur in the central and western part of 
the area. They are characterized by subdued knob and kettle topography (Fig. 3). 
Moraines of the Donnelly Glaciation cover much of the area. Their knob and kettle 
topography is much more rugged than the topography of the moraines of the older 
Delta Glaciation, and more lakes are present. _ Extensive outwash fans and outwash 
plains occur along the margins of the m_oraines of the Donnelly Glaciation. It is on 
on~ of these outwash plains that the areas of polygonal ground occur and that wedge 
exp9sures designated B, C, D, and E are located {Fig. 3). The outwash gravel in 
which the wedges· OC;cur is composed of a variety of rock types, most of which have 
their origin in the Birch Creek schist. Pebble counts were made on the sieved fraction 
of pebbles in the 5 to 25 mm diameter range by: Mr. Noel Horlocker, Dept. of 
Geology, University of Alaska. Analyses of 1 UO pebbles from each of 10 samples 
indicate the follo w ing compositional percentages: quartz, 31; quartzite, 22; quartz 
mica schist, 19; micaceous quartzite, l2; green schist, 9; gneiss, 2; greenstone, 2; 
granite, 1; phyllite, 1; and traces of granodiorite, limestone, coal, and rhyolite .. 

Windblown silt, loess, forms a surficial cover over all but the bedrock hills and 
flood plains. The cover becomes thicker northward tow ard the Tanana River and 
westward toward the Delta River (P~w~ and Holmes, in press). 

Quaternary history. The Quaternary history of the Donnelly Dome area is 
characterized by advances of glacier ice from the Alaska Range. According to P~we 
{1952b, p. 1289), the earliest glacial advance w as the Darling Creek Glaciation; how
ever, no deposits of this g laciation remain in ~he .D>onnell~ Dome area. 
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During the succeeding glacial advance, ice of the Delta Glaciation (P~w~, 1952b, 
p. 1289) covered all the area except the top of Donnelly Dome which protruded as a 
nunatak. 

The Donnelly Glaciation, the latest major ice advance (P~w~, 1952b, p. 1289), was 
not as extensive as the earlier advances and one lobe terminated near Donnelly Dome 
(Fig. 3). Sand and gravel of the outwash plain, in which the polygonal ground is 
developed, were deposited during this advance. 

The glaciers then withdrew to the south so that subsequent advances and retreats 
are not recorded in this area. During and after glacier withdrawal and terrace 
formation, silt was picked 'up from the floodplains of the Delta River and Jarvis Creek 
and deposited as loess over much of the adjacent terrain. This process is continuing 
today (P~w~, 1951). 

~· The outwash gravel in the area is broadly interpreted to be Wisconsin* in 
age (Pew~, Hopkins and Giddings, in press). The gravel was deposited when the 
glacier of Donnelly age stood at a position of maximum advance. 

The Delta River .has cut a broad valley through the major glacial moraine of 
Donnelly age. This occurred since the · withdrawal of the glacier from the immediate 
area and since the formation of the outwash plain in which the sediments here investi
g ated were deposited. Subsequently, large gravel alluvial fans extending into the 
Delta River valley have formed, and a veneer of loess 1. 5 to 20 m thick has accumulated 
on top of these fans. A large number of buried forest beds exist in the loess, and it 
has been possible to obtain radiocarbon age determinations. A date of 7000 ±275 
(I-462) years has been obtained from a piece of spruce log at the base of the 15-m 
thick loess section on the east side of the Delta River directly west of Donnelly Dome 
(Pewe and Holmes, in press). Upstream from this location 14.5 km a date of 5900 
±250 (I-646) years has been obtained from a piece of wood at the base of the loess on 
a gravel fan near the junction of Ruby Creek and the Delta River (Reger, et al., in 
press). A date of 8040±190 yr (GXO 255) has been obtained on charcoal at the base 
of loess overlying sand dunes adjacent to the Tanana River 45 km downstream from 
Donnelly Dome. 

From these data it is readily apparent that the outwash gravel is at least 7, 000 
years old. The loess veneer on the outwash grav~l is of post-Wisconsin age. 

Ground water. Infqrmation is sparse on the distribution and depth to ground water 
within the boundaries of the Donnelly Dome map area (Fig. 2}. Much of the water is 
derived from mountain streams that recharge the gravel in the higher parts of the 
plains along the mountain fronts to the south. Ground water issues from springs at 
the north end of an outwash plain near the 1Big Delta area (P~w~, 1955, p. l3 0). 

Two wells drilled in outwash sediments of Donnelly age approximately 0. 4 km 
east of wedge trench exposure E (Fig. 3) encountered the water table at depths of 20.6 
and 21 m, respectively. One of these wells also encountered a perched water table 
at a depth of 3. 6 m. A welLdrilled 400 m south of wedge exposure D intersected the 
ground water table at a depth of 14. 9 m and a perched water table at a depth of 7. 3 rri 
(P~we and Holmes, in press). During excavation of wedge trench exposure B (Fig. 3) 
a perched water table was noted at a depth of 3 m. 

*The meaning of the term Wisconsin used here is that outlined by Flint (1963), i.e., 
the last 70, 000 years . 
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Seasonally frozen ground. In wells drilled in the outwash sediments in which the 
large scale polygons are formed, thicknesses of seasonally frozen ground have been 
reported to be as great as 6 m (P~w~ and Holmes, in press). The outwash gravel 
presents ideal conditions for maximum penetration of seasonal ground freezing as it 
has a sparse vegetation cover, is covered with a thin blanket of snow in winter, and 
has a low moisture content and a high coefficient of thermal conductivity. 

Permafrost. Permafrost, perennially frozen ground, is widespread in northern 
North America and in northern Asia. l!t has been estimated to underlie one-fifth of 
the land surface of the earth (Multer, 1945, p. 1). It is present throughout most of 
Alaska and, as might be expected, is more w idespread and extends to greater depths 
in the north than in the south . Alaska can be divided into two generalized permafrost 
zones: the continuous and discontinuous (Fig. l ). 

Perennially frozen ground has been the object of considerable research near 
Fairbanks, Alaska, 145 km northwest of the Donnelly Dome area (Fig . 1). In tne 
Fairbanks and Donnelly Dome areas, permafrost conditions are probably typical of 
those existing in the discontinuous zone (Pewe, 1954; l958a, p. 13). Permafrost is 
found nearly everywhere near Fairbanks except on hilltops and steep southward-facing 
slopes. Maximum observed depth of permafrost is 81 m in the flood plain of the 
Tanana River w hich is underlain by zones of perennially frozen ground interspersed 
and interstratified w ith zones of unfrozen sediments (P~w~, l958b). The temperature 
of permafrost below the zone of seasonal fluctuations is - 0. 5C to -1. OC. 

Data on permafrost in the Donnelly Dome area are scarce and few reliable 
measurements have b.een made to determine the distribution and temperature. Till , 
colluvium, silt and peat deposits are per ennially frozen. Depth to p ermafrost is 30 
em to l m in these ice-rich sediments; however, permafrost thickness is unknown 
(Pewe, 1955; Pew~ and Holmes, in press). 

A number of test holes and we lls were drilled on the outwash plain during military 
construction activities. Wells were drilled about 0. 4 km east of w edge trench 
exposure E (Fig. 3), and no permafrost was encountered . In two wells near wedge 
exposure D ; ho wever, permafrost was encountered. In one well, frozen ground occurred 
in gravelly, silty sand at a depth of ll. 7 m and extended to the bottom of the hole at 
a depth of 13.4 m. In the second we ll permafrost was encountered in gravelly, silty 
sand between depths of 9. 9 m and 14. 3 m. A thermal cable was subsequently installed 
in this hole b y the Corps of Engineers , U. S. Army, and the temperatures recorded 
five times, the last time being in July, 40 days after installation. Ground tempera-
tures of -0. 55C to OC substantiated the presence of perennially frozen ground . 

No permafrost was enc o un tered durin g excavation of the we d ge s on the outw ash . 
plain. It is believed that permafrost, w her e present in these outw ash sediments, is 
relict and is restricted to lenses .containing a hi g h percent of silt. The lower 
permeability of th e silt restricts meteoric' and ground water movement through the 
sediments - wate r which would have other wise entirely degraded the frozen g round. 
Frozen silty sediments have a higher ice content than gravelly sediments; therefore, 
thaw i ng was retarded in the silt-rich g ravel because of additional energy required to 
overcome latent heat of fusion. 

Because of the minor amount present, and the depth at which it occurs, perennially 
frozen g round does not affect the present environment\ of the polygonal ground . 

Climate 

T he Donnelly Dome area has long, extremely cold, dry winters; and short, sunny , 
mild summers. 

The nearest weather station at wh ich observations have been made over a number 
of years is the Federal Aeronautics Administration installation at Big Delta airfield, 
approximately 15 km north of the Donnelly Dome area (Fig . 1). Records from this 
station we re used to compile Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. 
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The annual range of temperature b etween extremes {a bsolute maximum to 
absolute minimum) is usuall y fro m 70C to 83. 5C at Big D e lta. The lo west r ecorded 
t emperature is -54. 4C and the highest is 32. 2C. The mean summer temperature i s 
13. 5C. Temperatures at or below -40C may be expected to occur on a n averag e of 
3 to 4 days each month during December throu gh February . The freezi ng ind ex is 
2950 degree-days (C). 

The mean annual precipitation at Big Delta is 29. 2 em, most of which falls 
rain in June, July, and August (de Percin, Falkowski, and Miller, 19 55, p. 3). 
mean ave rage snowfall is 86 em. 

as 
The 

The w ind pattern in the Donnelly Dome-Big Delta region is complex and unique. 
During the w inter months winds are predominantly from the east-southeast. These 
w inds, w hich occur 38% of the time from November through Februa r y , are the r e sult 
of a topographically induced convergence of the flow of air from the Tanana Valle y 
which occurs at times of south-easterly gradient winds aloft (Mitc h e ll, 1955, p. 1). 
Th e high w inds common in the area blow away or pack much of the snow that falls. 

Vegetation '~ 

The vege t a tion of the outwash plain in which the polygons are developed, can be 
divided in to three mappable v e g etation units (Frontispiece, Fig. 5). The fir s t un i t 
(LB), which show s up very distinctively as a light gray area on aerial photo g r a pl-J.s 
(F ig. 5), consists of liche n barren s w ith patches of mixed evergreen-deciduou s s crub 
and shrub vegetation . The lichens g row where there is little or no silt cover. Most 
of the m ixed evergreen -dec iduous scrub and shrub vegetation g row s in the trough s at 
the edges of the polygons w he r e the silt is thicker. It is the difference in vegetation 
types be tween the center of the polygons and the troughs at the edge$ that delineate s 
the polygonal pattern so well in thi's area. 

T he li c hen-barrens unit g rades into a second unit (MS) composed of mixed 
eve r green-dec iduous scrub and /or shrub vegetation (Frontispiece). The polygonal 
pattern is outlined by the taller shrub members and trees grow ing in the trenches at 
the wedges of the polygons w h e re the silt c?ver is thicker (Frontispiece). 

T he third unit (DS) is mapped as deciduous scrub and shrub vege tation (Fig. 5). 
The taller members of this plant community grow in the troughs of the polygons and 
thus aid in delineating them. The polygons are not, however, as readily distinguishable 
from the ground i n this unit or th e previously described one as they are in the lichen
barrens unit. 

The difference in vegetation t ypes on the same outwash plain is probably due to 
differe nce s in thickness of the silt cover. Holmes and Benninghloff (1957, Chap. 9) 
s uggest that the ligh t g ray areas of lichen w ere the sites of melt-water channels 
during the time of the Donnell y Glaciation. Since then little or no silt has accumulated 
on this outwash plain so the ancient melt-water channels are almost silt-free. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE LARGE-SCALE POLYGONAL GROUND 

Plan v ie w 

The large -scale polygon s in the D onnelly Dome area are outlined by a network of 
intersecting tr ench -like depressions 30 em to l m deep and l m to 2m wide. These 

"" This section is mainly from H o lmes and B enninghoff, 1957, Chap. 9, supplemented 
b y observations b y the w rite r s. 



Figure 5. Low angle oblique aerial photograph of large-scale polygonal ground in the Donnelly Dome area, Alaska. 
Vegetation symbols: LB - lichen barrens; JDS - deciduous scrub and shrub. {Photo by T. L. P~w~, 14 July 1961 ). 
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troughs are underlain by wedge-shaped masses of material of different texture than 
the outwash sediments in which they occur. The polygons are accentuated by differences 
in vegetation between the centers of the polygons and the trenches. 

Some of the polygons are approximately equidimensional, but most have a long 
and a short axis. The equidimensional .polygons generally vary from 25 to 30 m on a 
side. Most of the inequidimensional polygqns are 25 to 30m wide and 30 to 46 m long 
(Fig. 6, 7). The maximum length of any polygons measured was 61 m. The long 
dimensions of the polygons have no apparent systematic oHentation, Smaller polygons 
with a maximum dimension of 25 m also occur and in many cases they appear to be 
subdivisions of large polygons, 

The polygons are 3-to 6-sided, but the greatest number have 4 sides. Numerous 
5-sided polygons also occur. The sides are not always straight, some are slightly 
curved and some bend sharply {Fig. 6, 7). 

At Site l (Fig. 2, 5, 6), most 9f the troughs which form the · sides of the polygons 
intersect obliquely. At Site 2 (Frontispiece, Fig. 2, 7), however, the trenches tend 
to intersect orthogonally, although oblique intersections are also common, 

Vertical section 

The sediments exposed in the sides of the excavations which cut representative 
polygons have grossly similar textural and structural characteristics. Wedge- shap ed 
masses of relatively fine-grained sediments underlie the slight surfade depressions 
which mark the polygon boundari'es (Fig. 8). These wedge-shaped masses, or wedges, 
crosscut poorly stratified glacial outwash gravel, The outwash gravel maintains its 
identity in an undisturbed form to a zone within approximately 3. 5 m of a wedge. In 
this zone on either side of the wedge, the character of the outwash is texturally and/ 
or structurally distinct from the parent outwash mate.rial. The material in this zone 
is also quite distinct from the wedge-fill sediments, 

Wedge geometry 

The individual sediment wedges of fine-grained material, locations given in Figure 
9, vary greatly in size and shape although most are composed of three segments 
which can be recognized in the field (Fig. 10 to 20). These segments are a wide 
upper part, a narrow middle section, and an extremely irregularly shaped lower 
part. The wedges extend from l to 3 m below the ground surface and all bend and 
curve to varying degrees, Some of the wedges widen and narrow again (Fig. 13); 
manyofthemterminateinasharphook(Fig, 10, 11, 13, 17); andsometerminate 
in a large foot-like mass or bulge (Fig. 14, 15, 16). 

Wedges E2, E3, and _E4 (Fig. 9) are somewhat smaller than wedge B3 (Fig, 12, 
18, 19, 20). The former vary from 0, 6 to 1. 2 m in width at the top and narrow 
rapidly downward so that below the upper segment {at a depth of about 1 m below the 
ground surface) the wedges are generally 15 to 60 em wide (Fig, 18, 19, 20). Often 
however, the wedges widen again at a greater depth and may actually be wider at. 
their basal terminations than at the top. 

The gross shape of some wedges varies markedly along the wedge trend (compare 
Fig. 10 and 12). In a lateral distance of 3m, the width of an excavation, a wedge may 
decrease in size from a well-defined entity 2 m deep and terminating in a sharp hook 
to an indistinct veinlet of fine-grained mater.ial which extends only 'o. 6 to l, 0 m below 
the surface, A photograph (Fig. 21) of sediment wedge illustrates the field appear
ance in black and white, It is the light gray to tan silt lying next to the brown or 
reddish gravel that so strikingly outlines the wedges in the field, 
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Figure 6. Plane table map of large scale polygons, Site 1, Donnelly Dome area, Alaska. See Fi gure 5 for 
photog.raph. 
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Figure 7. Plane table map of large-scale polygons, Site 2, Donnelly Dome area, 
Alaska. For photograph see Frontispiece. 
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Figure 8. Relation of large-scale polygonal ground to sediment wedges, Donnelly Dome 
area, Alaska . 

Classification of the sediment types 

The sediment w edges, locations g iven in Figure 9, are highly variable in size and 
shape, but they also possess a number of common details of structure and texture . 
Similarly , the materials in which the w edges occur, the outwash gravel, and ' the 
modified outwash material adjacent to the w ed ges, also exhibit definitive te>dural 
char ac teris tics . 

Seven type s of sedimentary material are recognized in connection with w edge 
occurrence and are : (1) silt mantle ove rly ing all other material s in · the area, (2) fill 
comprising the upper part of the we dge, cons isting of silt w ith some cobble-sized 
g rains, (3) fill c omprising the middle and lower parts of a we dge consisting of silt 
with abundant g rains coarser than sand size, (4) undisturbed outw ash gravel of Donnelly 
age, (5) disturbed outwash g ravel i n a zone adjacent t o the w edge, (6) sand "envelope" 
enclosing the l o w er part of the w edge, and (7) iron-staine d disturbed outwash sediments 
adjace n t to the wedge -fill mate rial. The iron-stained material described ab'ove as 
type (7) is diffe rentiated on the basis of color and does n ot occur as an independent 
textural type; therefore, no g rain-size analyses were made . The six sediment types 
and the iron-oxide stained gravel are indicated on Figures 10 to 20, and the positions 
from w hich sedimentolog ical samples we r e taken are marked . 

Descr iption of the sediments 

The ranges in the proportion of gravel*, sand,_ silt, a n d clay-sized material in 
each of the textural types defined above are given in Figure 22. The grai n size 
parameters are those developed b y Folk and Ward (1957) w hich are described in detail 
in Appendix A . Table AI in the appendix g ives the g rain-size data from wh ich the 

*The foll owin g size-grade classification is used in this report: grave l , >2. 00 mm ; 
sand, 0. 0625-2. 00 mm ; silt, 0. 005-0. 625 mm ; and clay , < 0 . 005 mm. 
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parameters are derived, and the parameters are given in Table All. These data are 
summarized in Figure 23. It must be noted that the number of samples taken from each 
textural type is relatively small and that only general interpretations can be made. 

Features of the sediments in the wedges. 

Texture: The upper segment of all the wedges, w ith the e_xception of the 
artificially truncated wedge at exposure D (Fig. 16), consists of unstratified brown 
to red-brown, gravelly, very silty sand containing various quantities of roots and other 
organic debris. The sediment of the upper. wedge, textural type 2, grades imperceptibly 
into the thin brownish silt which mantles the area (textural type 1). It also grades 
down imperceptibly into the greenish-gray sediment which fills the middle and lower 
segments of the w edges (textural type 3) . Two samples from the upper segment were 
examined and the respective statistical parameters calculated for this material are 
all within the wide range of those for the rest of the wedge fill (Table All: Fig. 23). 
Even though the number of samples examined is small, it appears that the materials 
of the upper wedge can be recognized in the field on the basis of color and position in · 
the wedge. The material is not distinct texturally from the materials found in the 
middle and lower wedge segments, however. 

The sediment which constitutes the middle and lower segments of the wedg es, 
textural type 3, varies from unconsolidated greenish - gray to tan, very sandy sil t t o 
gravelly, very silty sand of the same color. Material of sand size is most abundan t 
in the wedges. There is no systematic variation wi.th depth in the proportions of 
gravel- , sand-, silt-, and clay-sized particles in the wedges, or in the various g rain
size parameters derived from the sediment distributions. The smallest ·mean or median 
size may occur in the top, middle, or bottom segmen.t of a particular wedge. 
Similarly, the best size-sorted material may be in any position. All but two of the 
wedge samples have negatively (coarse ) skewed distributions. Coupling this fact with 
the mean size values (Fig . 23) indicates that wedge fill is essentially a fine-sized 
material to which coarse g rain s have been added. The kurtosis .of the grain -size 
distribution in each sample has been calculated (Table All), but the values are 
virtually meaningless so they are not presented in Figure 23. 

The respective statistical parameters were plotted against depth for each of the 
investigated wedges to see if any trends were present, but the general conclusion 
reached is that there is textural chaos in the wedge -fill materials. Some faint trends 
do appear in a given w edge, but the reverse trend is likely to occur in the next wedge . 
It seems that the wedge filling is the result of very local conditions; this idea is 
supported when one notes that wedge geometry changes rapidly in just a few meters. 

A minor amount of iron-staining occurs i n the wedges at exposures C 1 and E3. 
The wedges in the rest of the exposures are free of staining, although sediments 
adjacent to a w edge. fill are rust-stained at locality C2. 

Moisture content : The wedge-fill sediments we re frozen when the polygons 
were excavated in early June, 1961. The moisture content of this frozen sediment at 
a depth of 1 m varied from 16. 7 to 21. 9% b y dry weight (Table Alii). 

Structures: The only apparent structural feature within the wedges is the 
preferred orientation of elongate pebbles and cobbles in the middle and lower segments 
of some wedges. There is no apparent preferred orientation in the upper segment. I.n 
the middle part of the wedges a high proportion of the stones are oriented with their 
lon g axes vertical or nearly vert ical (Fig. 14, 15). Many of the stones near the 
contact between the wedge and the surrounding sediments are oriented parallel to the 
contact (Fig . 15). 

In the lower segment of the wedges many of the cobbles and pebbles are oriented 
with their long axes vertical or nearly ve rtical-, but many of them near the edges are 
oriented with their long axes parallel to the contact with the adjacent material. Thus, 
in wedges having lateral enlargements at their respective terrllini, the preferred 
orientation near the contact of the wedge w ith subjacent sediments may b.e nearly 
horizontal (F ig . 15 , 19). 
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Figure 9. Relative locations of sediment wedge exposures, Donnelly Dome 
area, Alaska (not to scale). See Figure 3 for exact locations. 



Figure 10. Wedge Bl. Circled numbers indicate sediment typ e: 
wedge, (3) fill of middle and lower part of we d ge, (4) undisturbed 
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Figure 12. Wedge B3.- See Fig. 9 for location and Fig. 10 for explanation of circled numbers. 
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Figure 13. Wedge Cl. Small numbers indicate location of sediment samples. Area within the rectangle is 
shown on Fig. 21. See Fig. 9 for location and Fig. 10 for explanation of circled numbers . 



Figure 14. Wedge CZ. Small numbers in dicate the locations of sediment samples. See Fig . 9 for location 
and Fig . l 0 for explanation of circled numb e rs. 
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Figure 16, Wedge at exposure D. Small numbers indicate locations of sediment samples . See Fig. 
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Figu re l 7. Wedg e E l. S e e Fig . 9 for l ocation and Fig . l 0 for explanation of circled number s. 
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Figure 18. Wedge E2. See Fig. 9 for location and Fig. 1,0 for explanation of circled numbers. 
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Wedg e E3. Small numbers indicate locations of sediment samples. See Fig . 9 for location 
and Fig . 10 for explanation of. circled numb e rs. 
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Figu r e 20. Wedge E4. Small numbers indicate locations of sediment samples. See Fig . 9 for location 
and Fig . .l 0 for explanation of circled numbers. 
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Figure 21. Wedge C1. See Fig. 13 for diagrammatic sketch. (Photo by T. L. 
Pe we, 14 July 1961 ). 



UPPER WEDGE 
1-29% gravel (boulders to 35 ern) 
40-5~ sand (Md .. 11-.19; approx 

.5-.062 mm range) 
31-42% silt (Md .• 07-.08) 
Less than 4% clay 
Populat~on characters: 

Md. • 074- . 18 nun 
Folk sort~ng coe fficient: 
N=2 

Figure 22, Summary of grain size characteristics of the textural types associated with sediment wedges in the 
Donnelly Dome area. 
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Features of the sediments near the wedges . 

Texture: The sediments of the zone near the wedges contain two texturally 
and structurally distinct types of material: textural type 6, the sandy zone at the 
base of the wedge, and textural type 5, structurally il.ltered sediments which have 
approximately the same textural appearance in the field as the undisturbed outwash 
gravel. 

Type 6 materials vary in color and in texture from gray to brown, unconsolidated, 
very sandy, cobble gravel to gray to brown, silty, very gravelly, medium sand. The 
gravel- size materials range from pebbles . to boulders. The range in proportions of 
gravel-, sand-, silt-, and clay-sized materials is given in Figu're 22. 

Six samples of material of this textural type were analyzed . The statistical 
parameters for ·each sample and.for the group are intermediate between those for the 
wedge -fill and the outwash materials (Fig. 23). Type 6 material appears to be a 
textural phase transitional between the outwash gravel and the wedge-fill material. 
The sandy zone materials ran-ge in median diameter from 0. 25 mm to approximately 
2. 0 mm which is equivalent to the coarser half of the median-diameter size range for 
the wedge -fill materials. The mean grain,-size of type 6 material ranges from 0 . 5 
mm to slightly larger than 1. 0 mm; again, .this is -equivalent to the range in mean 
diameter values for the coarser part of the wedge fill (Fig. 22). 

The sorting of the type 6 materials occurs in the. middle of the range for the 
wedge fill, but is not nearly so good as that for the outwash. The materials compri sing 
the sandy zone at the wedge base are very poorly size-sorted. This material has 
skewness values grouped around 0. 00 (Fig. 23) , indicating a nearly symmetrical 
distribution about the mean although some values are positive indicating slight excess 
of fine-sized material, and some values are negative, indicating a slight excess of 
coarser - sized grains . As with the deposition of the wedge-fill materials, local 
conditions must have been quite variable. The kurtosis values support this since they 
are extremely variable and show no trend (Table All). 

In summary, textural type 6 material appears to be equivalent in grain-size 
character to the coarser, better size-sorted wedge-fill materials. The statistical 
parameters chart (Fig. 23) seems to show that this material is intermediate in 
character between wedge fill and outwash, w ith gross character being mo re like that 
of the w edge-fill materials . 

Textural type 5 sediments differ from the undisturbed outwash gravels primarily 
in structural appearance, consisting of gray to brown, unconsolidated, slightly silty, 
very sandy cobble gravel. The only difference between the two materials is that there 
has been some slight , textural modification of the disturbed materials. The undis'turbed 
outwash is quite regular and constant in its textural character (Fig. 22, 23). The 
slope and shape of the zones in which all the cumulative frequency curv.es occur for the 
two textural types (Fig. 25) are identical except that the width, or variability within 
the zone defined by the occurrence of all t!le curves of modified outwash material is 
much greater than that for the undisturbed outwash. Generally, fine material appears 
to have been added to the disturbed outwash since the skewness values for this 
material are larger than those for the parent material, the undisturbed outwash (Fig . 22). 

Moisture content: Moisture samples were collected from textural type 6 
sediments when the polygons we re excavated in June, 1961. The material in the 
w edges was still frozen, but the materi{tl adjacent to them was not. The moisture 
content of these sediments at a depth of 1 m varied from 8. 5 to 12. 3o/o by dry weight. 
The moisture content of the type 5 sediments varied from 3. l to 5. 9o/o by dry wei ght 
at a depth of l m. 

Iron staining: Extensive iron staining occurs in the silty altered sediments 
adjacent to the wedge borders ( type 6). The staining generally occurs in a zone 30 to 
60 em wide on one side of the wedge, usually the concave side. The zone of staining 
is widest at the top and narrows downward. 
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Structures: The most prominent structures in the sediments which immedi
ately surround the wedges are sto"ne orientations adjacent to the wedges and the 
distortion of the normal bedding adjacent to and beneath the wedges (Fig. 14-20). 

Many of the st'ones adjacent to the upper and central segments of the wedges are 
oriented with their long axes vertical or inclined at a steep angle (Fig. 10, 14-16). 

The sediments in the structurally disturbed zone are thin-bedded, with beds less 
than 35 em thick. The bedding consists of alternating beds of sand:-sized and gravel
sized sediments. The bedding is often quite distinct but tends to become obscure as 
it passes into the zone of silt-rich sediments (type 6). 

Near the upper segment of the wedges the bedding, which is normally almost 
horizontal in the unaltered outwash, is generally warped downward, becoming very 
steepJ.'y inclined as the wedge is approached. In some cases it is vertical or even 
overturned (Fig. 16, 19). The overall effect. is for the bedding to become parallel to 
the wedge borders. The inclined stones begin to occur at a distance of 3 to 5 m f rom 
the center of the wedges. 

The bedding is gene rally indistinct immediately adjacent .to the middle segment of 
the wedges . Where the bedding is distinct adjacent to the terminal segments of the 
w edge, it dips downward under the wedges in n~arly all exposures and is not broken 
by the wedge as is the bedding neiu the upper segments (Fig . "13-16,. 18-20). 

Features of the undisturbed outwash sediments. 

Texture: The undisturbed outwash sediments underlying the polygon centers, 
textural type 4, are gray to brown, unconsolidated, slightly silty, very sandy cobble 
gravels. The gravel -sized grains are subangular to subrounded, range in size from 
pebbles to boulders, and have a maximum diameter of 45 em. There is marked 
uniformity of this sediment type throughout the study area (Fig. 23; Holmes and 
Benninghoff, 1957, p. 154}. 

Moisture content: Moisture samples were collected in April 1962 when the 
sediments were seasonally frozen. At a depth of 50 em below the ground surface the 
moisture content averaged 8. 5'7o by dry w eight . 

Structures: The only structure shown by the undisturbed outwash sediments 
is a horizontal stratification of beds 35 em or less thick. This stratification dips 
gently northward and is indicated by alternation of thin beds of cobbles and boulders 
with beds of sand and pebbles. The quality of the stratification is qui~e variable; _ 
the coarser sediments are generally distinctly bedded, but bedding in the finer-grained 
materials is indistinct and often not readily apparent. 

The bedding tends to be lenticular and sand units pinch out within 30m or less. 
The coarser materials show a distinct imbrication, reflecting the source area to the 
south. 

Features of the silt mantle. 

Texture: The silt mantle, textural type 1, consists of unstratified brown to red
brown, dominantly silt- and clay-sized material w ith a small proportion of material 
in the sand-size range. The material contains an appreciable amount of roots and 
other organic debris. It is the best size-sorted sediment type here investigated, and 
has the smallest mean and median diameters (Fig. 23). It has a unimodal grain -size 
distribution that is only slightly positively (fine) skewed and is of very uniform chara-.:
ter throughout the study area. Three samples we re analyzed for this investigation, 
one from above each of the three trenches dug to expose the wedges in vertical 
section, and each sample is within the range in character for 17 samples from the 
area described b y Holmes and Benninghoff (1 957, p. 160). 

The silt mantle is present virtually everywhere on outwash of Donnelly age and 
ranges in thickness from a fe w em to a few meters (Pe w e and Holmes, in press). 
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area. 

Moisture content: No samples were analyzed for moisture content. 

Structures: There are no apparent structures in this material in this study 

Summary. Grain size parameters indicate that several different textural types 
of material occur in connection with wedge formation and that there may be transitional 
types between the obviously distinct textural types (Fig. 23). Typical cumulative 
frequency curves of the various distinct textural types: (1) silt mantle, (2) and (3) 
wedge filling, (4) outwash gravel, and (5) modified outwash gravel, graphically portray 
the individuality of the respective textu-ral types except in the case of the outwash 
sediments, types 4 and 5 (Fig. 24). The differences in character of the tw o types of 
outwash sediments are shown in Figure 25. The range of occurrence of cumulative 
frequency curves of both textural types have the same general form, but much greater 
variability in the size of the modified outwash material is indicated. Also, the 
modified material is generally less well sorted and generally is more positively skewed 
(Fig. 23), indicating a greater amount of fine-sized material in an essentially coarse
grained sediment distribution. 

The coarsest material in the wedge fill is of the same magnitude as the coarsest 
material available in the glacial outwash of the area (Fi g . 24, 25). Also, the finer 
materials in the grain -size distributions of the wedge fill are of the same size as the 
fines in the silt mantle (Fig. 24, 25). 

The grain -size distributions of the w edge fill are distinctly and characteristically 
bimodal, having a smaller mode in the coarser-sized fraction and a much la'rger 
mode in the finer -sized fraction. The grain size distributions of the outw ash, textural 
types 4 and 5, and of the silt mantle, type 1 , are unimodal (Fig. 24 , 25). 

ORIGIN 

I ntroduction 

The large scale polygonal pattern is not a primary phenomenon formed by the 
agencies w hich deposited the outw ash gravel, but is instead a feature superimposed on 
the outw ash sediments by outside controls, as indicated by the occurrence of 
structurally disturbed outwash. 

Aerial photographs and maps of the Donnelly Dome area (Frontispiece, Fig. 5, 6, 
7, and 8) reveal that the polygonal pattern displayed on the surface of the outwash 
plain is the pattern characteristic of "contraction-crack polygoq.s," the name applied 
to a reticulate s y stem of intersecting contraction c:racks on the surface of a body 
(Lachenbruch , 1960a, p. B406). Contraction-crack polygons are formed by tensional 
stresses resulting from a decrease in volume as a result of desiccation or cooling 
and are developed in diverse media on a variety of scales from a few millimeters in 
diameter on cooling ceramic w are to 50 meters in diameter in permafrost and even 
larger in dry lake beds. Contraction-crack polygons include mud cracks, columnar 
basalt joints, frost cracks, and shrinkage cracks in concrete. Lachenbruch (1960a, 
1960b, 1961, 1962) discusses in detail the mechanics of thermal contraction cracks. 

ThP. follo w ing hypotheses are considered in an evaluation of the origin of the 
large -scale polygonal g round in the Donnelly Dome area: 

D es iccation- cra ck hypothesis 
Thermal contraction-crack hypotheses 

Seasonal frost crack hypothesis 
I ce we d ge hypothesis 
Sand we d ge hypothes is, 
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Desiccation-crack hypothesis 

Preliminary statement. The similarity in size and appearance of the polygons in 
the Donnelly D::rne area to l arge-scale desiccation-crack polygons else w here suggests 
the possibility that the polygons in the Donnelly· Dome area are the result of shrinking 
of the ground by drying at some time in t.he past. Desiccation-crack polygons of the 
same order of magnitude have been described from a number of areas of weste rn 
United States by Willdren and Mabey (1961), Knechtel (1951, 1952), and Land (1943). 
Knechtel (1951) and Black (1952a) have noted the similarity nf desiccation-crack 
polygons to thermal contraction-crack polygons formed in the Arctic and subarctic. 

Theory of origin. The desiccation-crack polygon~ described in the literature 
result from tensional stresses produced by shrinkage of fine-grained sediments, 
generally lake clays , due to w ater loss. In the Black Rock and Smoke Creek Deserts 
in Nevada the fissures produced in this manner intersect to form orthogonal ne'tworks 
that may be as much as 30 to 76 m across (Willdren and Mabey, 1961, p.l359). The 
fissures range from less than 2. 5 em to about 60 em in w idth a n d some are open to 
depths in excess of 1. 2 m. Willdren and Mabey bel-ieve that the polygons are· the 
results of a long-term decrease in the supply of surface and ground water to the playas 
on which they

1 
are developed, due to a period of dry climate beg'inning between 1910 

and 1920. 

Assuming that the Donnelly Dome polygons formed as a result of desiccation 
during a period of extremely dry weather 1 the cracks· could have filled w ith a combi
nation of slump material and eolian silt and sand to form the sediment in the wedge s. 

Evidence. There appears to b_e little evidence in support of the theory that the 
polygons in the Donnelly Dome area are the result of desiccation, aside fmm their 
similarity in appearance in plan vie w . The outw ash g ravel has an extremely low 
percentage of clay-sized material (Fig. 25) and complete desiccation of the g ravel 
would not result in any significant volume reduction. In addition , even if there we re 
sufficient volume reduction, it is extremely doubtful that the dry material w ould be 
cohesive enough to transmit the tensional stresses. 

Finally , there is no paleoclimatic evidence to support any assumption that such 
a period of extreme dryness existed since deposition of the outw ash sand and g ravel 
in Wisconsin time. 

ln summary ,, although the polygonal ground in the Donnelly Dome area is similar 
to that of some known large -scale dehydration cracks, there is no evidence to support 
a desiccation-crack hypothesis for its origin. 

Hypotheses of thermal contraction-crack polygons 

General statement. "Thermal contraction-crack polygons" refers to any polygonal 
pattern produced by cooling, and as used here w ill refer to the large -scale polygonal 
networks resulting from tensional cracking of the ground in w inter as a result of 
volume reduction due to contraction of ice-cemented sediments. Active and inactive 
thermal contraction-crack polygons are w idespread in the Arctic, subarctic, and 
Antarctic and have been described from numerous localities in Russia, Greenland, 
Canada, Antarctica, and Alaska. In addition , features that have been interpreted as 
"fossil" thermal contraction-crack polygons have been described from temperate 
latitudes in North America and E urope. 

Included in the category of thermal contraction-crack polygons are Lvo classes of 
polygons: "seasonal frost-crack polygons" and "ice-wedge polygons." These two 
types, both of :-;vhich are repor~ed to be present elsewhere in Alaska, are similar m 
plan view, have somewhat similar origins, and can be considered as genetically 
related phenomena but have formed under different environmental conditions. 
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Seasonal frost-crack hypothesis. 

Preliminary statement: Seasonal frost-crack polygons, also kno w n as frost 
polygons or frost-cleft cracks, are reported in Russia (Pataleev, 1955) and New 
Hampshire (Washburn, Smith, and Goddard, 1963). Although they have been reported 
to be present in Alaska (Black, 1952b; Hopkins,Karlstrom and others, 1955) there 
have ·been no studies made to determine if these seasonal frost-crack polygons are 
active or are "fossil" features. In the opinion of the authors the features reported as 
seasonal frost-crack polygons in Alaska are in reality probably "fossil" ice w edge 
polygons. 

Theory of origin: Thermal contraction and cracking of the ground oc.curs 
during the winter when the sediments are frozen. Vertical fissures a few millimeters 
to 2 em in width and perhaps l or 2 m deep form a polygonal pattern. Hoarfrost and 
snow accumulate in the cracks during the winter, but melt during the spring and 
summer as the seasonally frozen ground thaws. During the spring melting, before 
the ground thaws, melt w ater ·carries silt and sand from the surface downw ard into 
the cracks, partly filling them (Danilow a, 1956). Some melt w ater may freeze in the 
crack and thaw later. Slumping probably occurs at the edges of the crack during 
thawing. During subsequent w inters these silty or sandy veinlets may act as zones of 
weakness so that reopening occurs and additional increments of silt and sand are added 
in the subsequent spring. This prqcess, repeated over hundreds or perhaps thousands 
of years, results in a wed ge-shaped mass. of sediment 1 to 3 m deep and 60 em or l m 
wide at the top. During propagation of the cracks they may be deflected by boulders, 
changes in stratigraphy, changes in ice content of the ground, or by some combination 
of the latter tw o, w ith the result that the wedges may bend, hook, or even split. 

Melt w ater running into the cracks -in the spring is believed to carry clay-, silt-, 
or fine sand-sized particles into the surrounding porous and permeable outw ash gravel. 

Evidence. Direct evidence that seasonal frost cracks do occur is provided 
by the observations of Pataleev (1955) made in Khabarovsk and Amur provinces , U. S. 
S. R.; by Washburn, Smith, and Goddard (1963) in New Hampshire; and by Pewe in 
the Fairbanks area. Seasonal frost cracking in interior Alaska occurs only in certain 
restricted environments at present. It occurs in central Alaska, as far as the authors 
kno w , only in areas that are vegetation-free and/or that are kept snow-free during the 
w inter, such as roads and path w a y s near Fairbanks. The cracks in seasonal frozen 
ground w hich traverse the roads and paths narrow- rapidly and disappear as they pass 

-~ into adjacent areas covered with vegetation and unpacked snow. 

The only polygons in Alaska kno w n to have been outlined by such cracks w ere 
those reported to have formed one w inter in the broad asphalt-capped runway of an 
airfield near Fairbanks (oral communication, Joe Smith, Corps of Engineers, Fort 
Greely). Under natural conditions, no such pqlygons are forming today in the perma
frost-free areas near Fairbanks or Fort Greely. 

It is apparent that the lack of snow and vegetation cover permits the rapid and 
great cooling of the seasonally frozen ground to cause thermal contraction and cracking 
of the ground. Such cracking in interior Alaska occurs during certain cold periods 
w hen the air temperature drops to -40 to -SOC. No quantitative data are available 
to permit comparison of ground temperatures in snow -covered vs s'now -free areas 
where cracks form. Also, no air temperatures are available for such localities 
during the period when cracking occurs. 

Detailed studies in the Donnelly Dome area indicate that frost cracking is not 
occurring at present on the outwash plain, under normal vegetation and snow cover. 
A thorough search w as made for cracks on the surfaces of the outw ash plain during 
the winter of 1961-1962. A previous search w as made by Pewe in the w inter of 1954-
1955, under the auspices of the U. S. Geological Survey, during which explosives 
were used to make pits over the polyg on trenches in an effort to reveal cracks. At 
neither time was there evidence of cracks or torn vegetation of the surface or torn 
roots in the vertical sections such as would be expected if cracking were active, nor 

was there a ny evidence of s e as onal cracks in tne wedg e sediments. 
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Although seasonal frost cracks are not forming in the Donnelly Dome area today 
it is conceivable. that the polygons are "fossil" seasonal frost-crack polygons formed 
in the past under different environmental conditions than now exist. 

It would appear that, for the contraction cracks to have formed under natural 
conditions of snow and vegetation in the past, the ground must have become colder. 
This could have been accomplished .by reducing the insulating value of the vegetation, 
or by decreasing the thickness of the snow cover, or by lowering of the mean annual 
air temperature. No evidence is available to support the first two points but evidence 
is available to support a lowering of mean annual temperature as well as shorter and 
cooler summers in the interior of Alaska during Wisconsin time (Pew~ and Hopkins, 
unpublished manuscript) . It is apparent that, with lowering of the mean annual air 
temperature, permafrost would form more rapidly and be more widesp read than it is 
today in central Alaska; and it is thought that permafrost ·would -exi-st in mo·st of .th..e 
present-day non-permafrost areas, including the outwash g ravel deposits of the 
Donnelly Dome area. The presence' of relic permafrost today in these outwash gravels 
supports this suggestion. 

A climate that would cause thermal contraction and cracking of the seasonally 
frozen ground under natural conditions of vegetation and snow cover would also produce 
permafrost, thermal contraction, cracking of the permafrost, and subsequent formation 
of i ce wedges . .Therefore, the rmal contraction cracks that formed in the ground 
during Wisconsin time would have been not only in seasonally frozen ground, but would 
have extended into the underlying permafrost. Conventional ice wedges would have 
formed in these contraction cracks in permafrost upon the running of spririg melt 
water into the cracks. 

In summary, although the surface configuration of the polygonal ground in the 
Donnelly Dome area is similar to that of f~atures reported to be polygons in season
ally frozen ground, and seasonal frost cracks are known to form locally in interior 
Alaska, evaluation of conditions reveals that the polygons in the Donnelly Dome area 
are not due to cracking of seasonally frozen ground. Such cracks are not forming in 
the area today under natural conditions, If they had formed in Wisconsin time perma
frost would have been present and ice wedge polygons would have formed instead of 
frost crack polygons in seasonally frozen ground above. 

Ice w edge hypothesis. 

Preliminary statement: The similarity in size and gross geometry of the 
polygons in the Donnelly Dome area to active ice-wedge polygons suggests that they 
may have an ice-wedge origin. Since no ice wedges were found beneath the edges of 
the polygons in tte Donnelly Dome area they are certainly not active or inactive ice
wedge polygons (P~we, 1964), but instead may be "fossil" ice-wedge polygons. 

After an evaluation of the polygons in the Donnelly Dome area and observations of 
ice-wedge polygons and "fossil" ice-wedge polygons in various parts of the world, 
the writers conclude that the polygons in the Donnelly Dome area are "fossil11 ice
wedge polygons. 

The origin of ice-wedge polygons has been discussed in the literature for about 
100 years, and numerous hypotheses have been presented to explain their origin, The 
thermal-contraction crack hypothesis will be followed here. It is now subscribed to, 
with minor variations, by most serious investigators (Bunge, 1884, 1902; Leffingwell, 
1915, 1919; Black, 1952a, 1954; P~we , 1952a, 1958b, 1959; Popov, 1955; Hopkins, 
Karlstrom et al., 1955; Washburn, 1956; Britton, 1958; and Lachenbruch, 1959 , 
1961, 1962). In additon, Lachenbruch (1960a; 1960b; 1961; 1962) has offered proofs 
based on the physical properties of frozen soils that, mechanically, such an origin 
is possible. Today only a few works (Taber, 1943; Ducker, 1951; and Schenk, in 
press) doubt the· general validity of the contraction crac.k origin of ice-wedge polygons. 

Theory of origin: It is postulated that large scale patterned ground formed 
in the Donnelly Dome area in the past w hen the outwash sediments were perennially 
frozen, and when thermal contraction of the frozen sediments during cold periods in 
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the winter caused cracks to form. Nearly vertical fissures a few millimeters in 
width and 1. 5 to 3 m deep developed in the perennially frozen sediments when 
sufficient contraction had occurred to overcome the tensile strength of the firmly 
ice-cemented outwash sand and grave l. After the initial crack (Fig. '26A) it is thought 
that cracks in subsequent winters initiate at the top of the ice w edge (Lachenbruch, 
oral communication, 1962). Lachenbruch (oral communication, 1962) states that 
although the r e lations that determine whether or not an ice w edge cracks are extremely 
complex, a single simple criterion that takes account of many of ~he factors is the 
minimum winte r temperature at the top of permafrost. He suggests that, w hen it is 
below -15 to -20C, the active cracking of ice wedges might be expected in many 
permafrost materials. During the spring, melt water may have run into the fissures 
and been frozen to produce, in combination with hoarfrost accumulated in the crack 
in w inter, a near vertical veinlet of ice penetrating the perennially frozen sediments. 
During the following winters, renew ed thermal contraction resulted in reopening of the 
ground in, or near, the ice-filled crack and in the spring addition of melt w ater, 
wh ich when frozen, added another increment of ice. This process, r epe ated o ve r a 
period of hundreds of years, but not necessarily every winte r, produc ed w edge -shape d 
masses of "foliated" ice (Pew~ , 1958b) 2m deep and i to 1 m w ide. The polygon 
pattern resulted as a natural consequence of the contraction origin (Lachenbruch , 
1960b, 1962). 

Horizontal expansion of the interwedge perennially frozen g round as it warmed 
during the summer resulted in up-turning of the frozen sediments near the ice 
wed ges . Most up-turning was at the w idest segment of the wedges; there was les s 
deformation of the sediments in the depth w here the wedges we re narrower. 

The cracks, durin g downward propagation, may have been deflected by boulders, 
changes in stratigraphy of the outwash g ravel, changes in ice content of the sediments, 
or by a combination of the latter two. This resulted in irregularities in the shape o f 
the wedges in the form of bends and hooks and perhaps bulges at the termini of some 
wedges as the result of deflections of the cracks in more than one direction during 
g rowth of the we dge. Such has bee n note d in ice wedges near Fairbanks (Pe w e, unpub
lished m anuscript). 

I n summary, it is theorized that ice-wedge polygons formed in the perennially 
frozen outwash g ravels of the Donnelly D ome area during the Wisconsin glacial stage 
as the natural result of thermal contraction of sand and gravel and subseqent filling 
of cracks w ith ice. 

Evidence: The theory that the polygon s in the Do n nelly Dome area are "fossil" 
ice-wedge polygons hinges primarily on the ability to demonstrate that the outwash 
sediments were perennially frozen in the past and h ad an ice content sufficient to 
permit the g round to crack, and, further, tha t the ice wedges formed in the crack in 
the manner described. T he se factors in turn rest on presentation of evidence that 
the climate was more rigorous in the past and that the permafrost would have 
subsequently de graded in the outwash sediments. The theory next r ests on the ability 
to demonstrate that the shape of the wedges, the structures associated w ith them, and 
the textural relationship of the wedge -filli n g mater i al and the undisturbed sediments 
could have been developed during the growth and subsequent me lting of the ice wedges . 

It is generally accepted t hat, on a wor ld- w ide basis, the mean annual te mpe rature 
during the glacial epoch was on the order of several degrees centigrade colder than 
today (Flint, 1957, p. 487.). It can be assumed that the mean annual temperature 
changed in the Donnelly Dome area , particularly as there is extensive evidence of 
former widespread glac iations in the area. Evidence for a lowe r tree line during 
Wisconsin time has been found in the Fairbanks area (Pe w e, unpublished manuscript) 
and in the Manley Hot Springs area (Repe nn in g, Ho~Jkins, and Rubin , unpublished 
manuscript) and sugge sts that the summers must have b een cooler during Wisconsin 
time than at present (Hopkins, 1959, p. 216). 
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A ICE WEDGE FORMATION B."FOSSIL' ICE WEDGE FORMATION 
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Figure 26.· Schematic diagram illustrating the ongm of ice wedges 
(after Lachenbruch, 196p) and the subsequent formation of "fos sill' ice 

wedges. 
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lt has been noted that the present climate in interior Alaska is apparently quite 
critical with respect to the formation of permafrost and that in some environments 
perennially frozen ground is aCtively forming (P~w~, unpublished manuscript). This 
leads one to speculate that even a slight decrease in mean annual temperature as the 
result of increased summer cloudiness, such as may have occurred in Wisconsin , 
time, would resuit in a more widespreali distribution of perennially frozen ground 
and therefore formation of permafrost in the Donnelly Dome outwash sediments. This 
thesis is considerably strengthened by the fact that relict permafrost exists in the 
outwash sediments today, as proven by the two drill holes near exposure 11 D" (Fig. 3) •. 
The permafrost lies below the depth of penetration of seasonally frozen ground. This 
seems to be direct evidence that the outwash sediments were perennially frozen in 
the past, and that the permafrost has subsequently been extensively degraded. It is 
unlikely that permafrost could selectively form in small, deeply buried lenses like 
these. 

Corte (1·962) reports that ice-wedge polygons are formed in outwash gravel near 
Thule, Greenland. These polygons range in size from 3 to 30m in diameter, and the 
troughs are underlain by ice wedges up to 1 m wide at the top. The median diameter 
of the gravel in which the ice wedges are formed varies from 4 to 5 mm and the 
sediment contains an average of less than lo/o silt and clay-sized sediment. These 
parameters are in the same ra:nge of values as those of the outwash gravel in the 
Donnelly Dome area. 

lt is to be expected that the change in environment which has occurred since the 
last glacial epoch could cause degradation of the permafrost in the outwash gravel. 
The Donnelly Dome area is in the central part of the zone of discontinuous permafrost 
where temperatures of the perennially -frozen sediments are -t to -lC. It would 
take little environmental change to cause degradation of the permafrost in outwash 
gravel. The gravel is porous and permeable so that meteoric water could penetrate 
the thawed active l'ayer readily, carrying heat which would aid in melting the ice in 
the underlying perennially frozen sand and gravel. Entrenchment of Jarvis Creek, 
which apparently controls the level of the water table, may have greatly aided this 
process by inducing downward percolation of meteoric water. 

Inactive ice wedges are presently widespread in interior Alaska (P~w~, 1958b; 
in press), but are known only in>fine-grained sediments. In the past, however, when 
conditions were more rigorous, it is to be expected that they were also present in 
coarse-grained sediments-sediments which were not as favorable for their pre
servation when the climate warmed slightly and ground water circulation improved, 
Ice wedges do form in gravel in Alaska in the proper environment (Pew~ and Church, 
1962). The large- scale polygonal ground developed in the beach gravel of the Barrow 
spit, near Barrow, Alaska, was investigated by drilling a number of holes centered 
over the trenc.h-like depressions which ouqined the polygons. Active growing ice 
wedges composed of multiple ice veins and totalling 15 em to 60 em wide at the top 
and extending downaz:d 2, 4 m to 3 m were found to underlie the troughs (Fig. 27 and 
28). They occur in beach gravel having a median diameter ranging from 1 to 5 mm, 
a Folk's sorting coefficient of. 59-. 84cj> units, and a moisture content of 17. 7o/o wat~r 
by dry weight. Both the size and shape of these polygons are similar to the size and 
shape of the polygons in the Donnelly Dome area. 

In summary, the assumption that the large-scale polygons in the area originated 
as ice-wedge polygons is supported by the following facts: (l) the mean annual temper
ature during Wisconsin time was colder than at present, (2) relict per111afrost exists 
in the outwash sediments in the area today, (3) ice wedges do form in . similar gravel 
deposits , ?-nd (4) degradation of. the per,mafrost in the outwash gravel as the climate 
ameliorated and as ground water circulation improved is plausible. 
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Figure 27 . Actively g row in g ice w edg e in grave l at Barrow , A laska, exposed in 
1 - m diam borehole. (Photo b y T. L . P~w~, 12 August 1961 ). 
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Figure 28. Closeup of actively growing ice w edge in g ravel at Barrow , Alaska, exposed 
in 1-m diam borehole. (Photo by T. L. P~we , 12 August 1961). 
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Theory of ice wedge replacement: Fossil ice wedges* are known elsewhere 
in Alaska (P~w~, in press) but few have beeq described. Only a few examples are 
known from temperate United states (Denny, 1936; Horberg, 1949; Schafer, 1949; 
Wilson, 1958). Fossil ice wedges have long been known from Europe (Harrassowitz, 
19211; Kessler, 1925; Lotze, 1932~ Soergel, 1932, 19~6). Since World War II, a 
voluminous literature has developed, mostly from Europe. A few represe_ntative 
descriptions are as follows: Kunsky (1944, 1945, 1954); Zahalka (1947}, Cailleux 
(1948a, 1948b), Poser (1948}, BUdel (1951), Dylik (1951), Jahn (1951), Dimbleby 
(1952), Dylikowa (1956), Fitzpatrick (1956), Sekyra (1956, 1960), TePunga (1956), 
Johnsson (1958, 1959), Maarleveld (1960) and Wright (1961). 

After the ice wedge polygons had formed, there was a change in at least one of 
the environmental parameters to permit melting of the ice wedges. It is known that 
there was a rise in the mean annual temperature (Pewe , and Hopkins, manuscript]; 
however, an increase in early and total snowfall, a decrease in mean winter temper
ature, a change in the vegetation cover, or a combination of these changes would 
also discourage ice wedge growth and favor melting. 

Permafrost began to thaw, perhaps both from aboveJ and below; howev.er, it is 
the thawing or degrading of permafrost fr-om the top, down that is important in this 
study. 

As the permafrost table was lowered, the top of the ice wedges melted down, 
allowing a gentle collapse of the overlying sediments. As soon as a ptonounced 
polygonal pattern of shallow trenches appeared on the surface, water would be 
channeled in these furrows and would percolate down into the melting ice wedge, . ) 

supposedly C?-rrying fines (silt and sand) .downward. As the ice wedge surface was 
further lowered and the surrounding sedi~ents thawed, losing their cementing 
material (ice), they would tend to collapse toward and into the area formerly oc:;cupied 
by the ice wedge. This is especially true in coarse sandy gravel. In loess, .the walls 
may stand and the fill originate only from above. Collapse of the bordering material 
plus downwashing of fines would result in a mixture of·fine-grained and coarse-grained 
sediments. 

As sediment from the sides slumped into the position of the former ice wedge, 
the outwash gravel farther away may have been moved slightly, disturbing the original 
outwash bedding. The upbending of the outwash gravel bedding near the wedge 
during the ice-wedge growth, plus the disturbance created by the conapse of the 
adjacen~ sediments as the ice wedge melted, would give rise to a rather chaotic 
structuie near the wedge border. · 

Downward percolating surface water probably thaws the ice wedge irregularly. 
That is, the water can thaw its way down along the contact between the ice wedge and 
the adjacent gravel and even erode large cavities in the side of the ice wedge. Thawed 
gr,avel probably would slump into such cavities producing further distu7-bances of the 
outwash gravel adjacent to the original ice wedge. 

It must be remembered that modern ice wedges exhibit irregu-lar shapes when 
viewed in two dimensions: bent, curved, hooked wedges or even ice masses which 
connect with each other passing under the polygon (Fig. 29, 30, 31). The irregular 
shape of the original ice wedge, plus slow unequal collapse of sediment over and 
adjacent to the melting ice wedge, would result in greatly disturbed structures in the 

*Many terms have been used to describe these features besides "fossil" ice wedges: 
ice wedge pseudomorph; ice wedge fill; ice wedge cast (Wright, 1961}; fente de glace 
remplie (Hamelin and CliblSon, 1962); frost wedge (Se.kyra, 1961, fig. 4). They also 
have been erroneously termed ice wedges by Johnsson (1959, 1962), Shotton (196"0) 
and by Galloway (1961 ). 



Figure 29. Inactive ice we dge in silt exposed by placer m i ning operations at Fairbanks Creek, near Fairbanks, 
Alaska, 1953. (Photographer unknown). 



Figure 3 0. I nacti ve ice w edge in silt exposed by placer m i ning operations at Amy Creek near Livengood, Alaska. 
(Photo b y T. L. Pe w e, 16 July 1948). 



A B 

c 
Figure 31 . Inactive ice w edges exposed by placer mining operations. A, Sheep C reek, near Fairbanks ; B , D ome 
C reek near Fairbanks ; and C , on the Yukon River near Galena, Alaska. {.Phot9graphy by T . L . P~we; 25 S ept 

1955, 16 Aug 1954, and 3 Aug 1954, respectively). 
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sediment. Such original and secondary conditions result in abrupt changes in form of 
fossil ice wedges along the strike . 

Melt water from the ice we d ges and from surface runoff would carry clay, silt 
and very fine sand outward from the fossil ice we d g e into th~ surrounding porous and 
permeable outwash. gravel. The gravel next to the w edge, therefore, would have a 
larger percentage of fines than would the undisturbed outwash gravel several meters 
a way. Such dispersing of fines would tend to oblitrr ate the original textural bedding 
of the sediments near the fossil ice we d ge s. 

When the permafrost had thawed down below the level of the wedge, or even before 
this time, dow nward percolating water ~ hanneled into the area of fossil ice wedges 
could carry the fines into the gravel at or near the base of the we dge forming a gravelly 
area rich in sand and silt. Observations that wedges are an excellent channel for 
percolating ground water have been recorded in Poland {Golab, 1956). 

To complete the events related to the formation of fossil ice we d ges it is 
necessary to mention that channelized g round-water movement may cause a concen
tration of iron-oxide staining on the gravel adjacent to the wedge. Such a concentration 
could come from ground water percolating downward along the side of the we dge, b r 
from laterally moving ground water which was stopped and deflected by the fine 
sediments of the wedge which acted as a permeability barrier. 

Eviaence for ice-we dge replacement: The followin g evidence suppor.ts the 
theory of ice-w edge replacement outline d above: {1) the deformed bedding in the 
sedimentary material adjacent to the sediment wedge s, {2) the bends and bulges in the 
sediment wedges1 {3) the textures of the sediment wedges, and {4) the textures of the 
sediments adjacent to th e wedges. 

The downwarped, distorted, and often completely destroyed bedding found in the 
outw ash gravels and other sedimE<_nts near the wedg es is the expectable result of 
compression during the time of ice-wedge forming and subsequent collapse during and 
after the melting of the ice wedges . Similar collapse features can now be seen over 
ice wedges in the Fairbanks area that have n ot .yet completely melted {Pewe, unpub
lished manuscript) . 

Similarly, the bends, bulges, and hooks displayed by the sediment wedges in the 
Donnelly Dome area are like those seen in expdsures of some in~ctive ice wedges in 
the Fairbanks area {Fig. 30 , 31). 

The texture of the material comprising the sediment we d ge s in9icates that this 
material was deposited in a much different way than the surrounding sediments, and 
also permits the conclusion that the we d ge s we re filled by a combination of washing 
in of material from above and collapsing from the side. These statements are 
supported by the following: (1) The grain-size distributions of the sediment w edges 
are negatively skewed, indicating they are essentially fine distributions to which coar..se 
material has been crlred, {2) cumulative frequency curves of wedge-fill sediments are 
bimodal suggesting a dual source, (3) the size of the coarsest material in the sediment 
wedges is -the same as that in the outwash g ravels in which they are developed, and 
the fin es t mat'erial in the sedifnent wedges is the same size as the finest material in 
the loess-soil blanket of the area, {4) the we d ge fill materials are not bedded and are 
very poorly sorted,· indicating that they were not deposited in a fluid medium like a 
stream, and (5 ) the wedge -fill materials show no,. systematic var iation in texture from 
botto.m up or along the strike of a wedge, indicating that extremely local .conditions 
{such as those during differential ice - wedge melting) were responsible for this 
deposition. The sediment wedges are the result of washing 'i.n of material from above 
and collapse from the side as outlined in the theor:y of origin. 

The textures of the sediments adjacent to the wedge s show modification of the 
grain-si·z e distributions . The structurally modified outwash, for example, looks no 
different in places than the parent· outwash gravel on a textural basis, but it has bem 
shown that there are differences {Fig. 23, 25). The modified outwash has had fine 
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material added to it in places and washed out of it ill other places. This must have 
been accomplished by ground water percolation. The samples collected closest to a 
sediment wedge have the highest proportion offi.nes. The median and mean diameters 
of these sediments are much smaller than those for the parent outwash, (Fig. 23). 
Some of these fines may have been removed from modified . outwash, but ·most must 
have come from tQ.e wedge-fill materials. Most of the modified outwash has higher 
sk_ewness values than the unmodified outwash, indicating that .in most cases fine 
material was added to the modified outwash rather than removed. 

Thus, the chaotic structures found along the we dge borders and the textures of 
the sediments in and surrounping the wedges support the theory that the present 
polygons were formed by degradation of the ice in ice-wedge polygons, and subsequent 
filling by inwash of surficial eolian sediment combines with material caved from the 
wedge borders. 

Sand-wedge hyeothesis. It has been suggested (P~w~. 1959, p. 550) that fossil 
ice wedges in many parts of the world could perhaps be 11 sand we d g es 11 and the 
associated polygonal patterns would therefor e be sand.;. we d ge polygons (P~w~ , 19 59) • 
or tesselations (Taylor, 1922}. 

Sand wedges are primary features formed in polygonal. thermal-contraction cracks 
in permafrost. The method of ori15in is the same as ice wedges except that the 
thermal contraction 

1
c rack is filled with eolian sand from the surface rather than ' by 

water. Such we dges have been observed actively forming in the McMurdo Sound area 
of Antarctica (P~w~. 1959; 1962), anq P~w~ suspects that they may also occur in 
northern Greenland. Sand w edges form in extremely arid, vegetation-free, wind y 
areas where little or . no spring melt w ater is available to enter the cracks and no 
hoarfrost forms in the cracks in the w inter. Sand wedges do noJ: indicate a time of 
permafrost degradation and sediment-we dge formation 

1
by replacement' o~ ice. 

To completely support the fossil ice w edge hypothesis for the origin of the wedges 
in the Donnelly Dome area it is necessary to demonstrate that the wedges are no t 
11 sand wedges" as described above. They cannqt be active sand wedge polygons 
because of the absence of continuous permafrost in the area. The possibility tha:t 
they are fossil sand wedge polygons is considered below . 

The outwash plain could have been vegetation-free, and sand could have bee n 
blowing over the surface during Wisconsin time. How ever, if the sediment fi~ls. 

had originated by eolian sand dribbling down a narrow crack, the fill would be wel1 1 
sorted and would contain few, if any , cobbles. Diagrams (Fig. 10 to 20) and sediment 
analyses (Fig. 24, 25) show that the sediment in the w ed ges does not meet these 
qualifications. Also, inasmuch as the sediment in the sand wedges is from one source, 
the sorting would be unimodal an.d not bimodal ·as in the w edge fillings in the Donnelly 
Dome area (Fig. 24). Caution must be used, however, because some outside 
sediment could be incorporated,perhaps during growth of sand wedge. 

If the Donnelly Dome wedges were sand w ec;fges, the sediment adjacent to the 
wedges should show. upturning. Collapse features would be absent because, upon 
thawing of the permafrost, no "empty" space is created such as is formed when an 
ice wedge melts. Examination of the Donnelly Dome wedges shows no w ell-formed, 
upturned strata adjacent to the wedges but abundant evidence of collapse of the sedi
ments bounding the wedges. 

The sand-wedge hypothesis is not supported by field evidence. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Environment when ice wedge polygons formed 

To state what the environment w as in the Donnelly Dome area when the ice 
wedges originated, it is necessary to examine an environment where ice wedges are 
actively growing today. Two examples may be given: Ice wedges are only weakly 
active in organic""Jric;h silt near Galena, in interior or subarctic Alaska (P~w~. 1962) 
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but ice wedges are actively forming in gravel as well as silt near Bar row (P~w~, in 
press, Fig. 3) in Arctic Alaska. 

Climatic envirol)ment today in ar-eas of active ice w edges 

Galena, Alaska. The Galena area is in the zone of discontinuous permafrost 
{Fig. 1) and has a co,ntinental climate characterized by an extreme ran g e between 
summer and winter temperatures. The mean annual temperature is -4. 7C; othe11 
climatic data ate listed in Figure 32 and Table I. 

Table I - Summary of climatic characteristics at Barrow , Galena, Fairbanks, 
and Fort Greely, Alaska (U. S. Weather B u reau data}. 

Fort 
Barrow Galena Fairbanks Greely 

Mean annual tempera-
ture (0 c) .-12.2 -4.7 -3.3 -2.8 

Maximum zuean annual 
temperature (oc) - 8.9 0.2 2. 1 2.2 

Minimum mean annual 
t~perature (oc) -15. 6 -9.5 -9.3 -7.8 

Absolute recorded 
maximum temperature (oc) 25.5 31. 6 3 7. 1 32.2 

Absolute recorded 
minimum temperature (oc) -48.9 -53.3 -54.4 -54.4 

Mean temperature of 
coldest month (Jan) (oc) -27. 1 -23.8 -24.0 -20.6 

Mean temperature of 
warmest month (July) (oc) 4.4 15.5 15. 5 15. 0 

Mean summer tempera-
ture (oc) 2.8 14.4 14.3 13.5 

Mean annual freezing 
days 3Zl 228 2.33 228 

Mean freezing index {in 
degree-days 0G) 4600 3080 2940 2950 

Mean annual precipi-
tation (em) 11. 0 31 .,0 29.7 29 ~ 0 

Mean annual snow-
fall (em) 83.3 120. 1 169.2 91. 7 

Mean annual wind 
velocity {kmph) 18.9 7. 8 

The mean annual precipitation at Galena is 31. 0 em, most of which falls during 
the summer. August is the wettest month, with a mean precipitation of 6. 4 em 
(P~w~, 1962). The annhal mean snowfall is 120. 1 em and the amount of snow on the 
ground in the winter is approximately 60 to 75 em. 

No ground temperatures are available at the top of permafrost. 

Barrow, Alaska. Barrow, Alaska is in the zone of continuous permafrost (Fig . 1) 
and is characterized by a cloudy, cold, dry, windy climate. The mean annual air 
temperature is -12 • .2C; other climatic data characteristic of this rigorous Arctic 
climate are listed in Figure 33 and Table I. 

The mean annuiil recorded precipitation at Barrow is 11. 0 em, about half of which 
falls as rain in July', August, and September. The mean annual recorded snowfall is 
83.3 em. Black (1954, p. 206) states, however, that the actual precipitation at 
Barrow is greater than recorded and may be two to four times as great. Mean annual 
cloud cover is 56o/o. 
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Ground temperature measurements made at Barrow show that minimum w inter 
temperatures at the top of the permafrost vary from -15 to - 25C (Lach€mbruch, 1962, 
Fig , 8 ) . 

Comparison of environments of active ice wedge growth with the environment in the 
Donnelly Dome area 

The present climatic environment in the Donnelly Dome area, as recorded at 
nearby Fort Greely (Fig. 4 ) , is slightly less rigorous than the climate at Galena 
(Table I ) and much less rigorous than the climate at Barrow . The mean annual air 
temperature, for exampl e, at Fo ~t Greely is - 2. 8C , at Galena it is - 4 . 7C, and at 
B arrow it is much colder, - 12 . 2C . The differences in environment are also well 
reflected b y the other cl imatic parameters (Table I ) . 

Because of the windiness at Barrow an.d Fort Greely, snow cover on sparsely 
vegetated areas such as the outwash plai n at Fort Greely or on unvegetated areas 
such as the spit at Barrow is thin. 

Data are not available for minimum winter temperatures at the top of permafrost 
at Galena and Fort Greely . However, datc1. from the nearby .J<' airbanks area, where 
inactive ke wedges are common and the environment. is similar to Fort Greely 
(Table I ) , show that the minimum temperature at the top of permafrost in silt record~d 
i n 1962, \an extremely cold winter, was -3. 3C at a depth of 1 m in an area of natural 
spruce forest and - 2. 2C at a depth of 1 . 3 m in an area of natural cover near the 
edge of the spruce fo r est (Kitze, Chief, CRREL Alaska Field Station, oral communi
cation, 1962 ) . Minimum ground temperatures recorded at Fort Greely on March 2, 
1957 (Table II) in an area of forest cover where there is no permafrost was -5 . 1C at 
a depth of 120 em in gravel. Minimum ground temperatures at the top of permafrost 
are much warmer than those recorded at Barrow . 

Tab le II - Ground temperatures in wooded area at Fort Greely, Alaska 
(Data from U. S. Army C orps of En g ineers, Alaska District, 

Anchorage, Alaska). 

Temperature (•c ) 
Depth in meters March 2, 1957 April 5, 1957 

o. 0 - 3 . 2° 
0. 6 - 2.9• 
l. 2 ' - 5. 1 ° - 3 . 2° 
1. 8 -2 . 9° - 2. 9• 
2.4 -1. 7° -2. 7• 
3 . 0 -o. s· -2.3° 
3.7 -0 . 1 ° - 1. 6• 
4.3 - 0.4° -o. s· 
4.9 - 0.40 -o. 3 ° 
5 . 5 - o. 3 ° o. o• 
6. 11 - 0 . 4 ° o. s· 
7 . 6 -0. 4° 0,4° 
9. 2 o. o· 0,4° 

10 . 7 0. 4° 0 , 4° 
12.2 - 0. 3° 0 , 4° 
13. 7 0 . 3° 0.4° 
15 . 3 o. s· 0 . 3 ° 
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Summary of environmental conditions when ice- we dge polygons formed 

The climatic environment at Fort Greely when the large-scale contraction-crack 
polygons formed was considerably different from the climate today. The climate was 
colder and more rigorous. Floral and faunal evidence from adjacent areas in 
interior Alaska indicate that the summers were cooler and shorter. The tree line 
was 450 to 600 m low er than at present so that the Donnelly Dome area w as covered 
by tundra vegetation rather than the forest w hich now covers most of the area. 
Glacial melt-water streams crossing the outwash plains kept most of it free of vege
tation. Winds blowing over the vegetation-free area blew sand and silt, polishing 
and carving the rocks on the nearby moraines (Pewe, 1953), and depositing loess to 
the leeward. 

Two methods are available to obtain a suggestion as to what the mean annual air 
temperature in the Donnelly Dome area was at the time of ice- wedge growth. One 
is based on the low ering of snowline in the area during Wisconsin time and the other 
on the knowledge of climatic conditions requisite for ice- we dge grow th. 

The snowline in the general area today is about 1800 m. I n Wisconsin time the 
snowl ine, as determined from the base of cir~ues on Granite Mountain adjacent to 
the D onne lly pome area, was about 1350 m, a difference of 450 m. Using the lapse 
rate (vertical temperature gradient) of 0. 68C per 100m, as determined from 

. Fairbanks in the region of 1450 to 2000 m elevation, the Wisconsin depression of 
mean annual air temperature was -3. OC. This would g ive a mean annual air temper
ature of -5. 8C for the Donnelly Dome area in Wisconsin time in contrast w ith the 
mean annual air temperature of -2. 8C today. 

Lachenbruch (oral communication, 1962) suggests that, when minimum winter 
temperatures at the top of permafrost are about -15 to -20C, active cracking of 
permafrost might be expected in most permafrost materials. Therefore, it is 
suggested that the former climate of the Donne lly Dome area must have b een cold 
enough to produce such minimum w inter ground temperatures at the top of permafrost.. 
Such temperatures are 7 to 12C lo we r than those which no w occur in w inter at the 
top of permafrost in the Fairbanks and Donnelly Dome areas, 

Areas in Alaska w here ice wedges are actively growing. have a mean annual air 
temperature colder than about -6 to -8C (Pew e, in press); it is assumed from these 
data that the mean annual air temperature of the Donnelly Dome area was at least 
-6C in Wisconsin time w h en the ice w ed ges grew, in contrast to the mean annual air 
temperature of -2. 8C present today. 

Comparison of the present environment of the Donnelly Dom e area w ith that of 
Galena, w here ice wedges are now we akly active only in areas of optimum conditions 
for their growth, and w ith the environment at Barrow, w here ice- wedge polygons 
are forming in almost all environments, indicates that ice- we dge polygons in g rave l 
in the Donnelly Dome area develop.ed during a time w hen the climate w as mo~e rigor
ous than the environment now present at Galena and perhaps nearly as rigorous as the 
environment at Barrow . Snow lin e and t ree line were about 500 m lowe r and the mean 
annual air temperature was about 3C to 4C colder than today. 

Environm en tal changes since formation of ice we dges , 

Preliminary statement. It has, b een demonstrated that a climate more r i go rous 
than that of today existed in the Do nne lly Dome area to permit the formation' of ice 
we dge polyg ons. The next question is: What we re the environmental changes that 
permitted the formation of fossil ice we d ge s? These are two possibilities: (1) The 
mean annual air temperature warmed to OC or above and all the permafrost, as we ll 
as the ice wedges, disappeared, or (2) there w as less of a climatic amelioration and 
a selective thawing of permafrost and melting of ice wedges occurred. 

H ypothesis of major climatic w arming. The almost unive rsal concept of fossil 
ice we d ge s is that they formed w hen the mean annual air temperature of the re g ion 
rose to OC or above and permafrost disappeared. This concept is based upon 
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investigations of fossil ice wedges in temperate latitudes. Such an interpretation 
for the Donnelly Dome area woulp mean that the mean annual air temperature of the 
region warmed from -6C or colder at the time of ice wedge formation,. to OC or 
warmer for a long enough time to permit the ice wedges to melt. Since then, the 
mean annual air temperature of the region has dropped to -2. 8C and permafrost is 
forming in favorable localities. 

It is felt that this hypothesis is not tenable because, if the climate had ameliorated 
in such a fashion for a long time, the ice wedges of Wisconsin age present today in 
the nearby Fairbanks area w ould have disappeared. 

Hypothesis of selective ice wedge melting. Inasmuch as some ice wedges of 
Wisconsin age still exist in central Alaska, a hypothesis must be presented which 
permits melting of ice wedges and thawing of permafrost only in selected areas. 
Such a hypothesis could have two variants: (1) The climate warmed only enou&h to 
become similar to the present conditions [mean annual air temperature -2. 8C J, or 
(2) the climatft warmed enough .to have a mean annual air temperature of at least 
OC but only for a short time. 

First variant: Under this hypothesis rise of the mean annual air temperature 
to -2. 8C plus tqe heat transferred to the ground through the improved circulation 
of ground water in the permeable gravel was enough to cause thawing of permafror;;t 
and melting of ice wec\5es in the Donnelly Dome area. 

While it cannot be disproved that such an air temperature and active ground water 
circulation may have caused the degradation of permafrost in permeable gravel, we 
know that this hypothesis is not entirely plausible. The partial melting of ice wedges 
and lowering of the permafrost table in the silt near Fairbanks . (Fig. 34) is thought 
to require a mean annual air temperature of OC or above, a temperaty.re not 
possible under this variant. Permafrost and ice wedges in the Fairbanks Area are 
not thawing under present climatic conditions. 

Second variant: This hypothesis states that in post-Wisconsin time the 
mean annual atr temperature remained at OC long enough to thaw almost all perma
frost and melt all ice wedges in the permeable gravel near Donnelly Dome. At the 
same time ~nly partial thawing and melting of permafrost and ice wedges occurred in 
the perennially frozen silt near Fairbanks. After this warm period the climate 
cooled to its present condition. 

This hypothesis is supported by abundant evidence in the nearby Fairbanks area 
which indicates the existence of a warm period about 3, 000 to 7, 500 years ago, a 
time when the permafroS>t• table was lowered slightly and when ice wedges melted 
(Pewe, 1952a; 1958a, b). This post-Wisconsin warming period is recorded world 
wide (Flint, 1957). The flat tops of ice w edges in the Fairbanks Area are the result 
of down-melting i n post-Wisconsin ' time and no ice wedge growth since then (Fig. 34). 
Since this time, permafrost has re-formed in the thaw ed sediments and is forming 
today in newly deposited 'sediments under the present climatic ~nvirqnment . 

It is believed that, in ~reas of perennially frozen permeable gravel with little 
vegetation cover (Fig. 5) such as the outwash plain in the Donnelly Dome area, the 
warming of climate during this interval not only caused the permafrost to degrade 
and some ice wedges to melt, but permitted downward percolating ground water to 
travel more widely and add enough heat to almost completely thaw the permafrost 
and to completely melt the ice wedges . Although the climate has cooled sli:'ghtly 
since and permafrost has re-formed in silt, it is thought that the improved ground 
water circulation plus vegetation conditions prevents permafrost formation in the 
gravel in the Donnelly Dome area despite a mean annual air temperature of -2. 8C. 

In summary, ice wedge polygons formed under the rigorous climate of Wisconsin 
time; the climate ameliorated 3, 000 to 7, 5 00 years ago to provide a mean annual 
air temperature of probably OC or above; and this period was followed by a 
cooling to the present conditions. Warming caused thaw ing .of the permafrost and 
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Figure 34. Inactive ice wedge exposed by placer mining operation at Wilbur Creek, 
near Livengood, Alaska . (P hoto by T. L . Pewe, 19 Sept 1949). 
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melting of ice we d g es. Collaps e of sediments overlying the ice wed ge s formed 
fossil ice we d ges w ith associated fossil ice wedge polygons. 

CON CLUSIONS 

It is believed that the large - scale polygons in the Donnell y Dome area are fossil 
ice wedge polygons wh ich formed as a result of melting of ic e wedge s and subsequent 
filling of the void w ith sediments. This sugge stion is supported b y the fact that 
there is deformed bedding in the sedimentary material adjacent to the sedime n tar y 
wedge . This deformation occurred as material collapsed into the v oid. T he mate rial 
in the sediment wedge was derived primarily from fine material (silt mantle) over
lying the outwash gravel and secondarily from the outw ash g ravel on the side of the 
wedge . Bimodal g rain size frequency curves indicate this dual source . T he size 
of the coarsest material is the sa;me in the we dge as the outwas h gravel, and the 
size of the finest material is the same as the overlying w indblown silt . The mean 
grain size and skewne ss of wedge samples indicate that they are essentially fine
grained deposits to which some coarse material has been added . Ground water 
percolation into the melting ice - wedge area carried fines into the we dge and into 
the pore space of adjacent outwash grave l. This resulted in a textural modification 
of the outwash gravel adjacent to the wedge fill as indicated by the ske wne ss values 
of modified outwash and unmodified outwash . 

The climate in the Donnelly Dome area at the time the, large scale contraction 
crack polygons formed w as colder and in general more rigo rous than today . Tree 
line w as 4 50 to 600 m lower and snow line was 450 m lower. Based on the lowering 
of snowline, the Wisconsin mean annual air temperature was 3C lowe r. Based on a 
comparison w ith areas where ice we dges are actively growi ng today the mean annual 
air temperature of the Donnelly Dome area at time of ice - wedge g row th was at least 
- 6C in contraat to the mean annual air temperature of - 2 . 8C today. 

After format ion of the w edges the climate wa rm e d to OC or above and ice wedges 
as well as most of the permafrost in the Donnelly Dome outwash gravel disappeared . 
This interval of warmer climate was evidently rather short, inasmuch as the perma
frost and ice wedges in silt in adjacent regions were only partially thawe d. After this 
thaw ing the we ather cooled and frozen g round star ted to re - form and is still forming 
today . 

It has been generally accepted that large - scale patterned g round in the Arctic 
and subarctic indicates ice wedges and permafrost, gene rally in fine - grained sediments , 
even though such polygonal patterns have been reported from temperate latitudes and 
demonstrated to be fossil ice we d ge pol ygons . The valid ity of sucn an assumption is 
especially important in the location and construction of engin ee ring facilit i es and 
interpretation of present and past climates . 

Study of the large-scale patterned g round in the Donnelly Dome area has demon 
strated that extensive areas of fossil ice we d ge polygons can occur in coarse - g raine d 
sediments in regions w here permafrost is actively growin g., such as in central 
Alaska, and whe re large ice we dges are still present in fine - g rained sediments . Su c h 
an association supports the sugges tion that the permafrost and ice we dges thaw more 
rapidly in coarse - grained sediments than in ice-rich fine - g rained sediments. This 
is especially true w here percolating ground water modified the tliermal re g ime of 
the ground, such as in outwash plains, alluvial fans, and river flood plains . 
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APPENDIX A. SEDIMENTOLOGICAL DATA 

The samples for the sedimentological and moisture analyses were collected 
from the Donnelly Dome area during summer 1961 and April 19 62 . In all, 110 ran 
dom samples of approximately 3000 g each were taken, and are representative of 
textural types 1 through 6, w hich we re defined on pages 19-28. 

Sieve analyses we re made of 83 selected samples. A i phi* interval was used 
between successive screens, and the samples we re run for 10 min in a Ro-Tap 
automatic shaking machine . Of the 83 sieved samples, 13 have less than 4% 
material finer than 0 . 03 7 mm {4i cJ>), the smallest screen opening available, and 
required no further analysis . The fine fractions of 39 of the remaining 70 samples 
we re examin,e d for their respective g rain size distributions to the practical lower 
limit diameter of 0. 008 rhm {7<!>) using a pipette and settling tube. The samples we re 
we ighed dry, moistened, and suspended in individual 1-liter settling tubes containing 
0 . 10 N Na2C 2 04 • Each sample was stirred and 20-ml withdraw als were made at 
specified tim e intervals. The 20-ml withd raw als were placed into separate evapo
rating dishes and the pipettes we re rinsed into the appropriate dish w ith 20 ml of 
distilled w ater after each withdrawal. The samples we re oven-dried and we ighed 
to 0 . 0001 - g accuracy on an electronic balance. The weights of the empty dishes 
we re recalculated after each use . 

The results of the g rain size analyses are given in both phi and millimeter values 
at the 5th, 16th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 84th, and 95th percentile values as determined on 
the cumulative g rain-size frequency curve of each sample {Table AI). The phi 
values at these percentiles are used in calculating the respective statistical para
meters of the distribution and for reconstructing the cumulative frequency curve of 
any of the samples here described. 

Cumulative frequency curves were drawn for each of the analyzed samples. 
Visual comparing and contrasting of such curves is inexact and subjective, and 
generally does not allow the investigator to make truly meaningful interpretations. 
Quantitative expressions of the grain-size distributions such as those developed by 
Trask {1930, 1932), Inman {1952), and Folk and Ward {1957) are much more useful 
in objective description and interpretation, and therefore are used in this report. 
Visual analysis of the cur v es is also used . 

Different formulas are available for calculating each of the four distribution 
moments {see below ), but only the Folk values are used i n making interpretations in 
this report. Folk values are based on 90% of a given distribution whereas other 
parameter calculations are based on as little as 50'}'o. The derived Folk parameters 
fnr each sample and the others calculated for comparison purposes are presented in 
Table A ll. 

First Moment Central tendency 

Median Md = cj>50 {This is read as the cj> value occurring at the 50th percentile on the 
cumulative frequency curve of the grain-size distribution). 

Mean {Folk and 
Ward, 1957) 

Mz <j>l6 + <j>50 + <j>84 
3 

*Phi {cj>) is defined as -log2 of the diameter of the screen opening in millimeters 
{Krumbein, 1934). Phi values are readily converted to mm values by using the tables 
given by Page {1955, p . 284-292). 
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Second Moment Dispersion or sorting 

Phl. .1 d . . D <j>75 - <j>25 
quart1 e ev1at10n Q <P == 2 

(This is the analo g of the Trask (1930, 19 3 2) sorting coefficient: 

So == ;;;mm 25 /mm 75 

but adapted for the <J> scale.) 

Graphic standard deviation 
(Inman, 1952) - cj>84 - <j>l6 

<TG - 2 

Inclusive graphic standard deviation 
(Folk and Ward, 1957) 

(J' := 
I 

cj>84 - <j>l6 + <j>95 - p5 . 
4 6.6 

An explanation of values deriv ed in using the formula is as follo w s: 

• 00-. 35 
. 35-.50 
.50-.70 
.70-1.0 

1. 0 -2. 0 
2.0 -4.0 

> 4.0 

V e rbal expression of sorting 
mi:la 

V e ry w ell sorted 
Well sorted 
Moderately sorted 
Moderately poorly sorted 
Poorly sorted 
V e ry poorly sorted 
E x tremely poorly sorted 

Third Moment Skewness or lateral symmetry of the distribution 

Phi quartile skew n e ss (A.dapted from Trask, 1930, 1932) 

QSk == <j>25 + <j>75 - 2 (cj>50) 
<l> 2 

Graphic ske wness (Inman, 19 53) 

Sk == cj>l6 + cj>84 - 2 (<j>SO) 
G <j>84 - <j>l6 

Inclusive graphic ske w ness (Folk and Ward, 1957) 

- <!> 1 6 + <j>84 - z (p5 0) 
Ski - 2 ( <j>84 - <j> 1 6) + <j>S + <j>95 - 2 (<j>SO) 

2 (<J>95 - <J>5) 

Again, the Folk formula w as us e d in making interpretations a nd the follo w ing remarks 
indicate the significance of SKI v alues: 

A symmetrical distribution has Ski == 0. 00 . Positive skewness indicates 
a tail to the fine-grained side of the distribution. The upper limit is 1. 00, 
N egative skewness indicates an excess amount of material in the coarse
grained portions of the distribution. The lower limit is -1. 00. 

Table of Ski values: 

Ski 1.0 to 0. 30 
0. 3 0 to o. 1 0 
0. 1 0 to - o. 10 

-0. 10 to -0. 3 0 
-0. 3 0 to -1. 00 

Strong ly fine ske w ed 
Fine skewed 
Nearly symmetrical 
Coarse skew ed 
Strongly coarse ske w ed 
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F our th Moment Kurtosis or peakedness of the distribution 

Graphi c kurtos is (Folk and Ward, 1957) 
_ tj>95 - tj>S 

KG - 2 . 44 (<j>75 - <j>ZS) 

Absolute mathematical limits of KG are 0. 41 to infinity, but most values are in the 
range 0. 60 to 5, 0. A normal distribution has KG = 1. 0. 

Table of graphic kurtosis values 

. 67 

. 67 to 

. 90 to 
1 . 1 1 to 
l. 50 to 
3 .0 

. 90 
l. 11 
l. 50 
3 . 0 

Very platykurtic 
Platykurtic 
Mesokurtic 
Leptokurtic 
Very leptoku rtic 
E xt r eme ly leptokurtic 

To treat KG statistically (e. g ., calculate the mean of a population) one mu st 
normalize the distribution usin g the formula: 

K' 
G 

= 
(1 

Table AI. Grain size values in millimeters and ¢* at selected percentiles as derived from 
cumulative frequency curves, Donnelly Dome area, Alaska. 

~ and mm values at selected ~rcentiles 
Sample Location Textural 

no. (see Fig . 9) type+ :ith 16th 25th :20th 12th 

18 Cl (2) ~ 0.31 1.47 1.69 3-32 5 .01 
JIID 0.8 0 . 36 0.31 0.1 .031 

19 Cl (3) ~ -5 . 43 -4 . 32 -0.77 2.94 4.4o 
lllll 43 20 1.7 .13 .o47 

20 Cl (3) ~ -4.64 - 2.66 51 3-77 5.44 
DID 25 6.3 0.7 0.73 .023 

2l. Cl. (3) ¢ -5-39 -4.46 - 2 .68 l..69 3-47 
lllll 42 22 6.4 . 31 . Q9 

22 Cl. (3) ~ -4 . 09 - 3 .o6 -- 93 2.56 4.13 
DID 17 8 . 3 1.9 .17 .057 

23 Cl (3) ~ -5.32 -4.39 -3-32 1.47 4.08 
am4o 21 10 .36 .059 

24 Cl (5) ~ -6. 57 -5.32 -4.46 - 2.26 . 28 
... 95 4o 22 4 . 8 . 82 

25 Cl ( 5) ~ -5.28 -4.91 -4.52 -3.32 -.84 
... 39 30 23 10 1.8 

* ~ is defined as the -lo~ diameter . in om (Krumbein, 1934, p. 65-77). 

84th 

6. 38 
0.12 

5-51 
.022 

5 -97 
.016 

3-74 
.07!1 

4.92 
.033 

5 .16 
.028 

2. 12 
. 23 

.38 
·77 

+Textural types are defined fully on p. 16 and are as follows: (1) silt mantle, (2) and ( 3) vedge-fill 
material, (4) undisturbed outvash gravel, (5) disturbed outvash gravel, and (6) sandy zone at base of 
80diment vedge • 

25th 

6 . 96 
.008 

6.79 
·009 

6 . 96 
.oo8 

4.72 
. 038 

6.79 
-009 

6.96 
.oo8 

4.68 
. 039 1 

1.64 
. 32 
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Table AI (Coat'd) 

! Blid Dill values at selected ~rcentiles 
Sample Location Textural 

no. (see Fig. 9) type 5th 16th 22th 20th 75th 84th 95th 

27 Cl (5) ¢ - -5.70 -2.63 3.68 1.84 3.94 
1!1111 >100 >100 52 6.2 ·78 .28 .065 

28 C1 (5) ¢ -6.65 -6.07 -5.67 -4.31 -2.07 -.77 2.32 
mm 100 67 51 19.8 4.2 1.7 .2 

29 C1 (5) ¢ - -6.0 -4.17 -1. 68 0 2.64 
DID >100 110 64 18 3.2 1.0 0.16 

30 C1 (5) ¢ -6.32 -5.64 -4.95 -3.17 -0.49 +.51 2.32 
mm8o 50 31 9 1.4 ·1 .2 

64 E4 (2) ¢ -4.17 -3.0 -1.59 2.64 4.61 5.50 7.00 
-.:.loB 8 3 .16 .o4l .022 .0078 

65 E4 (3) ¢ .32 1.47 1.79 3-74 n o t r u n 
DID .a .36 .29 .075 

66 E4 (3) ¢ -5·29 -.38 1.69 3.72 5.16 5.8o 6.8o 
DID 39 1.3 .31 .076 .028 .018 ·009 

67 E4 (3) ¢ -5.0 -. 38 1.29 3·97 5.26 5.72 7.38 
Dill 32 1.3 .4 .064 .026 .019 .006 

68 E4 (3) ¢ -4.53 -2.41 -1.0 l.6o n o t r u n 
... 23 5·3 2 . . 33 

69 E4 (3) ¢ -4.17 -1.26 -.49 1. 89 4.0 4.76 6.38 
DID 18 2.4 1.4 · 21 .062 .037 .012 

70 E4 (3) ¢ -0.14 2.0 2.83 n o t r u n ... 1.1 .25 .14 .053 

71 E4 (3) ¢ -2.46 -1.0 .51 2.94 not r u n 
mm 5.5 2.0 ·1 .13 

75 E4 (6) ¢ -4. 86 -3. 59 -2.o4 1. 69 2.94 3.84 5.88 
mm29 12 4.1 .31 ·13 .07 .017 

76 E4 (5) ¢ -5.13 -4.39 -3.70 -2.66 -1.0 0 1.73 
1!1111 35 21 13 6.3 2.0 1.0 . 3 

114 E3 ¢ -5. 5 -4.9 -4. 3 .15 3.62 4. 57 6.5 
mm 46 31 20 ·9 .o81 .o42 .011 

115 E3 ¢ -4. 9 -2. 25 -1. 25 ·1 3.9 4.75 6. 5 
!DID 30 3.8 2.4 .6 .o65 .037 .011 

116 E3 ¢ -4.4 -3.5 -2.3 2.05 3-7 4.6 6.25 
IIID 21 11 4. 8 . 24 .075 .o41 .013 

117 E3 ¢ -5·9 -5. 5 -5.2 -3.3 -. 5 1.65 4. 9 
IIIII! 58 45 36 10 1.4 . 32 .033 

118 E3 ¢ -5.6 -5.2 -4.8 -3·7 0 2.0 5.4 
mm 51 36 28 13 1.0 .25 .024 

119 E3 ¢ -5.1 -4.7 -4. 6 -2.7 1.15 2. 55 5.4 
IIIII! 35 26 24 6. 5 .45 .17 .024 

120 E3 ¢ - -5.1 -4.6 -3.6 -1.5 - .7 1.2 
!DID 7100 34 25 12 29 1.6 .43 

121 E3 ¢ -5.4 -4 .9 -4. 5 -3.25 -1.3 0 1.8 
mm 42 30 23 9.4 2.5 1.0 .43 

122 D (3) ¢ 0.4 1.84 2.64 3. 56 5.21 5.88 6.97 
rmn .76 . 28 .16 .085 .027 .017 .ooa 

124 D (5) ¢ 4.81 -3.24 -2.0 .25 2.56 3.74 5·97 
mm 28 9·5 4 .84 .17 ·075 .016 



Sample Location Textural 
no. (see Fig. 9) type 

125 D (5) 

D 

D 

138 c (4) 

139 c (4) 

14o c (4) 

141 B (4) 

142 B (4) 

201 B (1) 

202 c (1) 

203 E (1) 
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Table AI {Coot'd) 

¢ and mm values at selected percentiles 

5th 

¢ -4.6o 
mm 25 

¢ - 5.79 
lllll 55 

¢ -5.59 
mm48 

¢ -5.75 
mm 54 

¢ -6 .34 
lllll 81 

¢ -6.5 
IIID 92 

¢ -5.64 
mm 50 

¢ -5.43 
IIID 43 

¢ 1.8 
IIID 0.29 

¢ 1.85 
!Dill 0.28 

¢ 1.0 
mm 0 .5 

16th 

-3. 46 
11 

-5. 6 
36 

-4.91 
30 

-5.0 
32 

- 5.41 
42.5 

-5.55 
47 

-4.91 
30 

-4.70 
26 

3.15 
0 .11 

3.18 
0 .10 

2.6 
0.166 

25th 

-2.70 
6. 5 

-4.86 
29 

-4.46 
22 

-4.46 
22 

-4.64 
25 

-4.75 
27 

-4.32 
20 

-4.17 
18 

3.85 
0.655 

3.85 
0.0655 

3·13 
0.115 

50th 

-. 93 
1.9 

-3.46 
11 

-3.14 
8.8 

-2.74 
6.7 

-2.41 
5·3 

-2.85 
7.2 

-2.35 
5.1 

-2 . 59 
6.0 

5.2 
0 .027 

5.25 
0 .026 

4.62 
o.o45 

75th 

2.o8 
.22 

-l.o8 
2.1 

-l.o8 
2.1 

-0.68 
1.6 

-0.38 
1.3 

-0 .49 
1.4 

-0.38 
1.3 

-0.14 
1.1 

6. 6 
0.015 

6. 6 
0.015 

6. 52 
0 .011 

Table AII. Statistical grain-size parameters derived f rom ¢ values at selected percentiles 
on cUIIIUlati ve f requency curves of sediment samples, Donnelly Dome area, Alaska. 

Sample Location 
no. (see Fig. 9) 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

27 

28 

29 

30 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Cl 

Mz 

3.72 

1.38 

2.36 

.32 

1.47 

·75 

-1.81 

-2.62 

-.88 

-3.72 

-1.39 

-2.T7 

3.32 

2.94 

3. T7 

1.69 

2.56 

1.47 

-2.26 

-3.32 

-2.63 

-4.31 

-4.17 

-3.17 

QDI! 

1.66 

2.59 

2.47 

3.o8 

2. 53 

3 .70 

1.84 

l .Bo 

2.23 

Statistical parameters* 

6G 

2.45 

4.92 

4.32 

4.10 

3.10 

4.78 

3.72 

2.65 

2.65 

3.o8 

6I 
3.46 

6.T7 

4.67 

5. 63 

5.64 

6.64 

3.56 

3.69 

4.01 

l.TI 

C¥3~ 

.03 

-1.13 

- .8o 

-1. 30 

-.96 

-1.09 

.64 

.44 

4.17 

.45 

* The respective statisti cal parameters are defined am explained 011 p. 65 - 67. 

s~ 

.25 

-.48 

-.49 

- .50 

-.41 

- .23 

.31 

.4o 

.34 

. 20 

84th 

3.32 
.1 

-.13 
1 .1 

-,49 
1.4 

+0 .44 
.74 

+0 . 52 
.70 

+0 .29 
.82 

+0 .36 
.78 

+0.97 
. 51 

7.6 
0.0052 

7. 6 
0 .0052 

-.42 

. 63 

-.45 

-.32 

-.17 

. 206 

.42 

.41 

-. 50 

95th 

5·97 
.016 

1.73 
·3 

1.32 
.4 

2.47 
.18 

1.84 
.28 

1.89 
. 27 

1.74 
.30 

2.64 
.16 

9.7 
0.0095 

10.0 
0 .0097 

10.0 
0 .0097 

.82 

·97 

.96 

.67 

.88 

.68 

.82 

·TI 

1.02 

·19 

69 
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Sample Location 
no. (see Fig. 9) 

64 

66 

67 

69 

75 

76 

79 

80 

88 

110 

U2 

114 

115 

116 

117 

118 

119 

120 

121 

122 

124 

125 

126 

127 

138 

139 

14o 

141 

142 

201 

202 

203 

E4 

E4 

E4 

E4 

E4 

E4 

C2 

C2 

C2 

C2 

C2 

E3 

E3 

E3 

E3 

E3 

E3 

E3 

E3 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

c 

c 

c 

B 

B 

B 

c 

E 

Mz 

-2.77 

3-05 

3.10 

1.80 

. 65 

-2.35 

2.69 

-.03 

-.04 

1.17 

.05 

-.06 

1.07 

1.05 

-2.38 

-2. 30 

-1. 62 

-1. 20 

-2.72 

3.76 

.25 

-.36 

'-3.06 

-2. 85 

-2. 43 

-2.43 

-2.70 

-2 .30 

-2.11 

5-3 

5-35 

4. 92 

. :Md 

-3.17 

3-72 

3-97 

1.89 

1.69 

-2.66 

3.64 

-.59 

.91 

2.83 

.89 

.15 

.70 

2.05 

-3-30 

-3-70 

-2.70 

-3. 6o 

-3. 25 

3.56 

.25 

-- 93 

-3.46 

-3.14 

-2.74 

-2.41 

-2.85 

-2.35 

-2.59 

5. 2 

5-25 

4. 62 
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Table AII (Cont'd) 

Statistical parameters 

000 

3.10 

1.74 

1.99 

2.25 

2.49 

1.35 

2. 48 

2.04 

3-52 

2.6o 

3.22 

3.96 

2.58 

3.00 

2.35 

2.4o 

2.88 

1.6o 

1.29 

2.28 

2. 39 

1. 89 

1.69 

1. 89 

2.13 

2. 13 

1.97 

2.02 

3.05 

3.01 

3-72 

2. 20 

3-59 

3-07 

3.88 

4.87 

4.02 

4.74 

3-50 

4. 05 

3-58 

3.6o 

3-63 

2. 45 

2 . 02 

2 . 21 

2.97 

2.92 

2. 64 

2.84 

61 

6.05 

4.92 

. 4.93 

4.6o 

5-34 

3-23 

5-13 

4.47 

5.20 

6.72 

5-53 

6.55 

5-23 

5.66 

5.21 

2.92 

5.12 

4.99 

3.87 

3.26 

3-97 

4. 20 

4.19 

3-75 

4. 06 

2.30 

2.335 

2.62 

-1.13 

-.30 

-.70 

-.14 

-1.24 

.31 

-1.16 

-1.00 

-1.27 

-.49 

.63 

-1.35 

.45 

1.30 

.98 

3.6o 

-35 

-37 

.03 

.62 

.49 

-37 

.17 

-.10 

.23 

-.00 

.44 

Sku 
--33 

--33 

-.43 

-.04 

-.42 

.21 

-.4o 

.28 

- .37 

-.51 

-.32 

-.07 

.16 

--37 

.38 

.58 

.45 

.33 

.15 

- .00 

. 25 

.22 

. 20 

.17 

-. 01 

.08 

.03 

.26 

Skr 

-.24 

-.41 

-.44 

-.10 

-.32 

.25 

- -37 

·29 

- -33 

-.44 

-.24 

-.o04 

-09 

-.29 

.45 

.62 

.50 

.36 

.15 

.03 

. 28 

. 30 

.24 

.22 

o.Ol 

.10 

.07 

.28 

.108 

.115 

.199 

.96 

. 88 

1.04 

.84 

-93 

.51 

.96 

.64 

.62 

.91 

-73 

.94 

.94 

-75 

-92 

-95 

·97 

.91 

. 82 

.84 

.89 

-79 

.81 

-77 

.82 
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Table Alii. Water content by percent of moisture samples, 
Donnelly Dome area, Alaska. 

Sample no. Location Textural Textural Water content 
(see Fig. 9) type* description (by wt. percent) 

Ml C3 (3) Light blue gravelly 
21. 9 

clayey silt 

MZ C3 (5) Reddish brown silty 
9. 1 

sandy gravel 

M3 C3 (5) Gray brown silty 
5.9 

gravelly sand 

M4 C3 (5) Brown gravel-sand-
12. 3 

silt mixture 

M5 C3 (4) Grayish brown gravel 3.5 

M6 El (3) Light blue gravelly 
16. 7 

clayey silt 

M7 El (5) Brow n sandy gravel 3. 1 

MB El (6) Tan gravelly silty 10. 6 
sand 

M9 El (6) Brown gravelly sand 8.5 

*Textural types are defined fully on p. 16 and are as follo w s: (1) silt mantle [loess-soil], 
(2) and (3 ) wedge -fill material, (4) undisturbed outwash gravel, (5) disturbed outwash 
gravel, and (6) sandy zone at base . of sediment wedge. 


